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Toward a Reconstructive Feminism:
Reconstructing the Relationship of Market
Work and Family Work
JOAN WILLIAMS
INTRODUCrION

"I decided to quit my job and stay home. But it was my
choice; I have no regrets. I am going to starta part-time
quilt business."
"Wouldn't you really rather be able to continue in your
career, earning at your current salary rate, while being
able to give your children the time you feel they need?"
"Well of course, that's what I really want."
The common assumption is that we live in the era of "the demise of
domesticity in America." Domesticity is a gender system comprised most
centrally of the organization of market work and family work that arose
around 1780, and the gender norms that justify, sustain, and reproduce that
organization. Before then, market work and family work were not sharply
separated in space or time. By the turn of the nineteenth century this way of
life was changing, as domesticity set up the system of men working in
factories and offices, while women (in theory) stayed behind to rear the
children and tend the "home sweet home." 2
Domesticity remains the entrenched, almost unquestioned, American
norm and practice. As a gender system it has two defining characteristics.
The first is its organization of market work around the ideal of a worker who
works full- time and overtime and takes little or no time off for childbearing
or childrearing. Though this ideal-worker norm does not define all jobs today,
it defines the good ones: full-time blue-collar jobs in the working-class
1. From JOAN WUiAMS, UNBENDING GENDER: WHY FAMILY AND WORK CONFLICT
AND WHAT TO DO ABOUT IT (forthcoming, Oxford University Press, Inc. 1999) (material
presented here constitutes part of the introduction and chapters I and 2) [hereinafter UNBENDING
GENDER].

2. See Alice Kessler-Harris & Karen Brodkin Sacks, The Demise of Domesticity in
America, in WOMEN, HOUSEHOLDS, AND THE ECONOMY (Lourdes Beneria & Catharine R.
Stimpson eds., 1987). See also Margaret F. Brinig & June Carbone, The Reliance Interestin
MarriageandDivorce, 62 TUL L. REV. 855,858-70 (1988); Frances Elisabeth Olsen, Feminism
in Centraland EasternEurope: Risks and PossibilitiesofAmerican Engagement, 106 YALE L.J.
2215,2232 (1997); DAPHNE SPAIN & SUZANNE M. BIANCHI, THE BALANCING ACT 81 (1996).
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context, and high level executive and professional jobs for the middle-class
and above. When work is structured in this way, caregivers often cannot
perform as ideal workers. Their inability to do so gives rise to domesticity's
second defining characteristic: its system of providing for caregiving by
marginalizing the caregivers, thereby cutting them off from most of the social
roles that offer responsibility and authority.
Domesticity introduced not only a new structuring of market work and
family work but also a new description of men and women. The ideology of
domesticity held that men "naturally" belong in the market because they are
competitive and aggressive; women belong in the home because of their
"natural" focus on relationships, children, and an ethic of care. In its original
context, domesticity's descriptions of men and women served to justify and
reproduce its breadwinner/housewife roles by establishing norms that
identified successful gender performance with character traits suitable for
those roles.3
Both the ideology and the practice of domesticity retain their hold. A
recent survey found that fully two-thirds of Americans believe it would be
best for women to stay home and care for family and children.4 Domesticity's
descriptions of men and women persist in vernacular gender talk such as John
Gray's Men Are FromMars, Women Are From Venus,5 as well as in the strain
of feminist theory that associates women with an ethic of care."
Even more important, market work continues to be structured in ways
that perpetuate the economic vulnerability of caregivers. Their vulnerability
stems from the way we define the ideal worker, as someone who works at
least forty hours a week year round. This ideal worker norm, framed around
the traditional life patterns of men, excludes most mothers. Nearly two-thirds
of mothers of child-bearing age are not ideal workers even in the minimal
sense of working full-time full year.7 One quarter of mothers of child-bearing

3. See NANCY FAUK COTT, THE BONDS OF WOMANHOOD 63 (1977).
4. See Richard Morin & Megan Rosenfeld, With More Equity, More Sweat; Poll
Shows Sexes Agree on Prosand Cons of New Roles, WASH. POST, Mar. 22, 1998, at Al.
5. See JOHN GRAY, MEN ARE FROM MARS, WOMEN ARE FROM VENUS (1992).
6. See, e.g., Carol Gilligan, In a Different Voice: Psychological Theory and Women's
Development 74 (1982).
7. The data in this paragraph are for mothers of children under 18, between twenty-five
and forty-five years old - the key years both for childrearing and career development (hence the
term "mothers of child-bearing age"). Statistics are based on the computations of Professor
Manuelita Ureta, who used machine-readable versions of BUREAU OF THE CENSUS, U.S. DEP'T
OF COMMERCE, CURRENT POPUlATION SURVEY, MARCH SUPPLEMENT, PUBUC USE FILE (1996)
[hereinafter URETA CENSUS DATA]. Grateful thanks to Professor Ureta for her help. Full-time
full year is defined as working at least forty hours per week, at least forty-nine weeks per year
- the definition of "full-time" is traditionally malejobs. Note that school teachers are excluded,
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age still are homemakers Single, as well as married mothers are affected:
9
never married mothers are the group of women most likely to be at home.
Moreover, full-time work is no guarantee of avoiding economic
vulnerability: even mothers who work full-time often find themselves on the
"mommy track."' In addition, full-time workers who cannot work overtime
often suffer economically because many of the best jobs now require
substantial overtime." A rarely recognized, but extraordinarily important fact
requiring extensive overtime exclude virtually all mothers: (93
is that jobs
2
percent).'
Our economy is divided into mothers and others. Having children has
a very strong negative effect on women's income, an effect that actually
increased in the 1980s despite the fact that women have become better
educated.' 3 The most dramatic figure is that full-time mothers earn only sixty
cents for every dollar earned by full-time fathers. Single mothers are most
4
severely affected, earning the lowest percentage of men's average pay.
Moreover, though the wage gap between men and women has fallen, the gap
between the wages of mothers and others has widened in recent years. As a
result, in an era when women's wages are catching up with men's, mothers'

since they do not work 40 hours per week full year, this in keeping with my goals of measuring
women's exclusion from traditionally male jobs. The Census Bureau classifies as "full-time"
any worker who works more than 35 hours per week; in my view, this underestimates the extent
of mothers' marginalization.
8.

See URETA CENSUS DATA,

supra note 7.

9. See Jane Waldfogel, The Effect of Children on Women's Wages, 62 AM. SOC. REV.
209,211 (1997) [hereinafter Waldfogel, Effect of Children] (never married homemakers). See

also Jane Waldfogel, Understandingthe "Family Gap" in Payfor Women with Children, 12
J. ECON. PERSP. 137, 156 (1998) [Hereinafter Waldfogel, Family Gap];CHRIS TILLY, HALF A
JOB: BAD AND GOOD PART-T'IME JOBS INA CHANGING LABOR MARKET 16 tbl. 2.1 (1996);.
10. See Joan Williams, Gender Wars: Selfless Women in the Republic of Choice, 66

N.Y.U. L. REV. 1559, 1598-99 (1991) (discussing mommy track literature).
11.

OF LEISURE

12.

13.
40,42.

See JUuET B. SCHOR, THE OvERwORKED AMERICANS: THE UNEXPECTED DECLINE

5 (1991).

See URETA CENSUS DATA, supra note 7.
See Betty Holcomb, Unequal Opportunity,WORKING MOTHER, July/Aug. 1998, at

14. See Jane Waldfogel, The Family Gapfor Young Women in the United States and
Britain, 16 J. LAB. ECON. 505 (1998) (mothers working full-time earn 60% of what fathers earn)
[hereinafter Family Gapfor Young Women]; Waldfogel, Family Gap, supra note 9, at 144, 14748 (single mothers most severely affected). Recent reports note that the wage gap between men
and women is narrowing. Wage Gap Between the Sexes is Narrowing, N.Y. TIMES, June 10,
1998, § A, at 20. Note that the standard wage gap calculation compares full-time male workers
to full-time female workers. Consequently it misses most of the marginalization mothers
experience, because it does not take into account either part-time workers or women staying
home with children. (Of course, wage gap data is very useful for other purposes, notably for
comparing ideal-worker men with ideal-worker women).
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wages lag behind. Given that nearly 90% of women become mothers during

their working lives," this pattern is inconsistent with gender equality.

If mothers have failed to achieve equality in market work, equality in the
family has proved equally elusive. Buying and cooking food, doing dishes
and laundry, caring for children: on average mothers spend thirty-one hours
a week on these tasks. Many commentators have noted the contradiction:

despite our self-image of gender equality, American women still do 80% of
16
child care and two-thirds of core housework.

In short, the basic elements of domesticity's organization of market work
and family work remain intact, as indicated by the brief narratives with which

this article begins.

Women still specialize in family work. Men still

specialize in market work. Market work continues to be framed around the
assumption that ideal workers have access to a flow of family work few
mothers enjoy. Social and cultural norms still sustain and reproduce this
organization of (market and family) work.' 7

15.
16.

Waldfogel, Effect of Children, supra note 9, at 209.
See JOHN P. ROBINSON & GEOFFREY GODBEY, TIME FOR LIFE 105 tbl. 3 (1997).

"Core" housework excludes shopping. See also Erik Olin Wright et al., The Non-Effects of
Class on the Gender Division of Labor in the Home, 6 GENDER & Soc'y 253,266-67 (1992).
Not surprisingly, considerable controversy exists about how much family work men do. Studies
based on self-reporting are notoriously unreliable. One study found that reports by women of
their husbands' contribution are generally about 75% of the men's reports of their own
contributions. See id. at 260. Another study also found high levels of over-reporting, that
high-status men tend to exaggerate their level of contribution the most, and that the reporting
gap is so high it is large enough to overshadow the small increase in husbands' housework
observed in recent years. See Julie E. Press & Eleanor Townsley, Wives' and Husbands'
Housework Reporting, 12 GENDER & SOC'Y 188, 203, 208 (1998). Studies based on selfreporting include the influential reports of the Families and Work Institute, one of them a study

which announced to much fanfare in 1998 that men are assuming a bigger share of family work
at home. See Tamar Lewin, Men Assuming Bigger Share at Home, New Survey Shows, N.Y.
TIMEs, Apr. 14, 1998, at A18. See also ELLEN GALINSKY ET AL, THE CHANGING WORKFORCE:
HIGHUIGHTS OF THE NATIONAL STUDY (1993). Note that some men do much more than other
men; it is important that men who do a lot recognize that they are being penalized along with
the women. It is not in their interest to overestimate the amount of household work done by the

large majority of men doing very little. When Arlie Hochschild interviewed fifty men in the
1980s, she found that 80% did not share household work or child care at all. See ARLUE
HOCHsCHILD, THE SECOND SHIFT 173 (1989). Fathers' family work increases most when they
and their wives work split shifts, or the wives work weekends and evenings. See Carol S.

Wharton, Finding Time for the "Second Shift": The Impact of Flexible Work Schedules on

Women's Double Days, 8 GENDER & SOC'Y 189, 190 (1994).
17. The notion that gender patterns tend to mutate rather than to disappear completely

is developed in Reva B. Siegel, Home as Work- The First Woman's Rights Claims Concerning

Wives' Household Labor, 1850-1880, 103 YALE L.J. 1073 (1994); Reva B. Siegel, The

Modernization of Marital Status Law: Adjudicating Wives' Rights to Earnings, 1860-1930, 82
GEO. L.J. 2127 (1994). This article builds upon the work of many prior legal scholars, including
not only Siegel's but also Mary Joe Frug, A Postmodern Feminist Legal Manifesto, 105 HARV.
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Domesticity did not die; it mutated. In the nineteenth century most
married women were marginalized outside of the economy. Although women
have reentered market work, most remain marginalized today. This is not
equality.
A.

DOMESTICITY HURTS NOT ONLY WOMEN BUT ALSO MEN, CHILDREN,
POLITICS, AND OUR EMOTIONAL LIFE

The commonplace observation is that women are hurt by the hard
choices they face. Once the focus shifts away from women's choices to the
gender system that sets the frame within which those choices occur, we can
see that domesticity's peculiar structuring of market work and family work
hurts not only women but also men, children, politics, and our emotional life.
Although the impoverishment of women upon divorce is a well-known
phenomenon, commentators rarely link it with domesticity's system of
providing for children's care by marginalizing their caregivers. Mothers
marry, marginalize, and divorce in a system that typically defines women's
and children's post-divorce entitlements in terms of their basic "needs" while
men's entitlements reflect the assumption (derived from domesticity) that they
"own" their ideal-worker wage. This double application of the ideal-worker
norm, first in market work, then in family entitlements, leaves roughly 40%
of divorced mothers in poverty. Even in families that avoid impoverishment,
the children of divorce often suffer downward mobility. A disproportionate
number do not attain the educational level, or the class status, of their
fathers.'"
Domesticity takes a toll in a second way: by minimizing fathers'
involvement. The current pattern of fathers largely exempted from
childrearing is not eternal. It arose with domesticity. Before then,
childrearing was considered too important to be left to women; childrearing
manual addressed fathers, not mothers. Men were actively involved. In part,

L. REV. 1045, 1049 (1992), reprinted in POST MODERN LEGAL FEMINISM 125, 129 (1992)
(discussing labor market hostility to working mothers); Nancy E. Dowd, Work and Family:
Restructuring the Workplace, 32 ARIZ. L. REV. 431 (1990); DEBORAH L. RHODE, JUSTICE AND
GENDER: SEX DISCRIMINATION AND THE LAW (1989) [hereinafter JUSTICE AND GENDER];
Deborah L. Rhode, The "No-Problem" Problem: Feminist Challenges and Cultural Change,
100 YALE L.J. 1731 (1991) [hereinafter Rhode, The "No Problem" Problem]; Deborah L.
Rhode, Gender and Professional Roles, 63 FORDHAM L. REV. 39 (1994); Katharine Silbaugh,
Turning Labor into Love: Housework and the Law, 91 Nw. U. L. REV. 1 (1996).
18. See DEMI KURz, FOR RICHER OR FOR POORER 3, 205-26 (1995) (40%); Barbara
Bennett Woodhouse, Towards a Revitalization of Family Law, 69 TEX. L. REV. 245, 268-69

(1990) (reviewing MARY ANN GLENDON, THE TRANSFORMATION OF FAMILY LAW: STATE, LAW,

AND FAMILY INTHE UNITED STATES AND WESTERN EUROPE (1989)).
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this was because market work and family work were not yet geographically
separated, so the father generally worked closer to home than most do today.
Fathers' involvement also was considered necessary for orderly family
governance. In a society that viewed women as the "weaker vessel,"
intellectually and morally inferior to men, it made no sense to delegate
children's health, well-being, and their eternal souls to the exclusive sphere
of women. Domesticity changed parental roles. Childrearing came to be
viewed as mothers' work, an allocation that persists up to the present day.
One study estimated that an average American father spends twelve minutes
a day in solo child care.' 9 Another reported that mothers spend about three
times as much time as fathers in face-to-face interaction with their children.20
Domesticity also takes a toll on men by pressuring them to perform as
ideal workers in an age when that often requires long hours of work: roughly
one-third of fathers work forty-nine hours a week or more. 2' The current
fathers' rights and men's movements need to be seen not only as continued
assertions of male privilege (which they are), but also as protests against the
gender role domesticity assigns to men. That role includes both breadwinning
and the narrow emotional range we associate with conventional masculinities:
Men from Mars and women from Venus are by-products of domesticity.
Domesticity also affects arenas of life we think of as unrelated to gender.
It affects our politics in particularly destructive ways. Its relegation of
childrearing to the private sphere intimates that the republic has no responsibility to play in raising its next generation of citizens. This is in sharp contrast
to the understanding in France, for example, where childrearing is supported
by generous leave policies and an extensive system of childcare centers, on the
theory that the republic has an obvious interest in health and development of
its future citizens.' At a more subtle level, the rise of domesticity accompanied an important change in the understanding of virtue. Whereas in classical
republican thought, virtue referred to the manly pursuit of the common good
by (male) citizens in the public sphere,23 under domesticity the preservation
of the republic was thought to depend on the success of women in raising the
next generation of citizens in the domestic sphere. Thus, with the rise of
19. See Diane Ehrensaft, When Women and Men Mother, in MOTHERING: ESSAYS IN
FEMINIST THEORY 41 (Joyce Trebilcot ed. 1983).
20.

Michael Lamb et al., A Biosocial Perspective on Paternal Behavior and

Involvement, in PARENTING ACROSS THE LIFESPAN: BIOSOCIAL DIMENSIONS 111, 127 (Jane B.

Lancaster et al. eds. 1987).
21. See URETA CENsus DATA, supra note 7.
22. See Marlise Simon, Child Care Sacred as France Cuts Back the Welfare State, N.Y.
TIMES, Dec. 31, 1997, at Al.
23. See GREGORY S. ALEXANDER, CoMMoDrrY AND PROPRIETY 26-42 (1997).
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domesticity, virtues formerly thought to belong in civic life were redefined as
private and relegated to private life. Communitarians who protest the
flattening out of liberalism rarely recognize that more robust versions of
liberalism existed before domesticity siphoned off liberalism's virtues and
marginalized them by associating them with women.24
Domesticity organizes our everyday tasks, our emotions, our politics.
My goal is not to advocate sameness or androgyny, but to deconstruct
domesticity and encourage the development of new ways of organizing work
as well as family, emotional, and political life. The guiding principles are that
society needs not only market work but also family work, and that adults who
do family work should not be marginalized.
B.

DECONSTRUCTING THE IDEAL-WORKER NORM IN MARKET WORK AND
FAMILY ENTITLEMENTS: MESSAGES FOR LITIGATORS AND POLICYMAKERS

This article points to a new paradigm called "reconstructive feminism,"
which calls for the elimination of the ideal-worker norm in market work and
in family entitlements. I will end this introduction by briefly describing the
proposals to reconstruct market work, which will be discussed in greater depth
in my forthcoming book.
Work/family activists have tried for twenty years to persuade companies
to offer part-time jobs and other flexible policies by showing the productivity
and other benefits to be gained by doing so. These attempts have had limited
success. Their primary result is a pyrrhic victory: a set of mommy-track
policies that offer flexibility at the price of work success. What we need is not
a mommy track, but market work restructured to reflect the legitimate claims
of family life. This requires a new legal theory that defines the current
structuring of market work as discrimination against women.
The current design of work discriminates against mothers and therefore
against women. This analysis starts from the fact that the current work ideal
is someone who works full-time and often overtime and who can move if the
job "requires it." This way of defining the ideal worker is not ungendered.
It links the ability to be an ideal worker with the flow of family work and
other privileges typically available only to men.
Take, for instance, elite jobs in law firms or executive positions. To
succeed in either context, workers typically not only must be able to do good
work but also must be able to do it for fifty to seventy hours a week. Few
mothers can do this because few women have spouses willing to raise their

24.

See JAMES T. KLoPPENBERG, THE VIRTUES OFLiBERAUSM (1998); Joan C. Williams,

Domesticity as the Dangerous Supplement of Liberalism, 2 J. WOMEN'S HIST. 69 (1991).
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children while the women are at work. Another common job requirement in
academics and management is the ability to relocate when opportunities arise,
to advance in the profession or even to get a job. Few mothers can do this.
As a consequence, women who are academics are more likely to drop out or
to find themselves in adjunct or other non-tenure-track positions and are less
likely to end up in tenure-track positions or in elite institutions.25 "Success"
requires ideal-worker status. Few women have it.
Requiring workers to have the social power of men excludes disproportionate numbers of women. Consequently, employers may be liable under
federal anti-discrimination laws when they design workplaces in ways that
require workers to have the flow of family work and other privileges available
to few women. Companies will claim that their traditional practices are
required by business necessity. But this is not so: for twenty years, studies
have shown businesses that have "family friendly" policies are both feasible
and cost-efficient.26
The proposal to reconstruct market work will confront a basic challenge:
why change a system in which women often describe economic
marginalization as their own choice? "My choice to stay at home is an
expression of what is important to me," said the at-home mother celebrated in
a recent New York Times Magazine.27
When mothers use choice rhetoric, they are being "realistic" in a society
where the best jobs require ideal workers to have the ability to relocate and to
command a flow of family work few mothers enjoy. Allowing women the
"choice" to perform as ideal workers without the privileges that support male
ideal workers is not equality. It is a system with "built-in headwinds" that
discriminates against women (to quote a landmark Title VII case).28
If women are offered the option of keeping the jobs they want with the
schedules they need, they stop describing marginalization as their choice. An
example is the woman quoted at the start of this introduction, who readily
agreed that what she really wanted was to stay in her original career, restructured to eliminate the current ideal-worker norm. To quote economist Ann
Bookman, "What exactly are 'voluntary' part-time workers choosing? Are
25.

See Rhode, The "No Problem" Problem, supra note 17, at 1764(1991).
See, e.g., WORK & FAMILY: A RETROSPECTIVE 113, 128-30 (Work & Family, Inc.
ed. 1995) (discussing the results of various studies which conclude that family-friendly policies
increase retention of employees and serve as "important tools for recruiting workers in the
future").
27. See Madeleine H. Blais, Who's Got Time to Stay at Home?, N.Y. TIMES, Apr. 5,
1998, § 6 (Magazine), at 48, 50 (note that it is the mother at home whose picture is on the
magazine cover).
28. Griggs v. Duke Power Co., 401 U.S. 424,432 (1971).

26.
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they choosing to work without health insurance or pensions? Are they choos29
ing to have few opportunities for job advancement?... I don't think so."
Women may choose not to perform as ideal workers, buy they do not
choose the marginalization that currently accompanies that decision. Part I
examines the common claim that mothers' marginalization reflects their own
choice. It explores how domesticity's ordering of family work and market
work sets up force fields that frame women's choices, pulling men back into
the ideal-worker role, and women into lives framed around caregiving and cut
off from most of the social roles that offer authority and responsibility. This
description shows our current gender arrangements as unyielding and
unbending.
Part II examines the classic strategy feminists have proposed to change
domesticity's ordering of (market and family) work. That strategy, which
delegated child care to the market so that mothers could work full-time, rested
on assumptions that left intact too many of the structures of domesticity. The
alternative is to restructure market work around the values people hold in
family life, notably the norm of parental care - the sense that children should
be cared for (to a certain undefined extent) by their parents, not by "strangers." The analysis of domesticity presented in Part I, and the critique of
feminist strategy presented in Part HI, lead to the policy proposals of reconstructive feminism.
I. Is DOMESTICITY DEAD?
To the Editor:
As a full-time mother and 'home manager,' I greatly
enjoyed Nina Barrett'spiece on motherhood [in the Yale
Alumni Magazine]. Unfortunately, it took me quite a while
to get through it - my 14-month-old daughterpulled down
the contents of a shelf onto her head, wanted to hear Hop
on Popfor the 15th time that day, demanded a rice cake,
requested assistance in dismantling the stereo, and otherwise made claims on my expensively educated intellect.
I left a Yale doctoralprogram in 1988, disillusioned
life. Since then, like Barrett, I have found
academic
with
my ambitionsfor a career- any career- graduallybeing
submerged by the desire to raise my children at home. I do

29. See Ann Bookman, Flexibility at What Price? The Costs of Part-Time Work for
Women Workers, 52 WASH. & LEE L. REV. 799,801 (1995).
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work part-time,as afreelance copy editor. But working in
sweat clothes at the dining room table, surroundedby toys
and unfinishedhousework, is not exactly afulfilling professional experience. Yet despite occasionallongingsfor the
world of 'real' work I am sure that I have made the right
choice -for me.3'
Women often use choice rhetoric to describe their decisions in favor of
domesticity. So does everybody else. Economists have an entire "human
capital" literature that attributes women's disadvantaged workforce position
to the fact that they "self-select" into jobs that require less education and
lower levels of skill. That literature has been extensively studied elsewhere,
so I will give only one example from a paper filled with equations. Its
conclusion pits choice against discrimination and concludes that "if women
were to choose the same work patterns as men then they could and would
enter more skilled occupations, and the male-female wage gap would be
substantially reduced. To the extent that sex differences in labor force
participation patterns are not themselves caused by discrimination, sex
differences in occupations and wages are thus the result of free choices made
by men and women."3
Courts use choice rhetoric, too. On the family side,'a 1992 New York
court refused to award a wife alimony on the grounds that she had chosen not
to work for a year outside the home while her husband attended college. 2 On
the work-side, the pre-eminent case is Equal Employment Opportunity
Commission (EEOC) v. Sears, Roebuck & Co.aa In Sears, the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission presented strong statistical evidence of
discrimination, documenting that men predominated in high-paying commission sales jobs while women did lower-paying non-commission work, out of
proportion to the presence of each sex in the qualified labor force.34 EEOC

4-5.

30.

Ruth Wilsea Adkins, Letter to the Editor, YALE ALUMNI

MAGAZINE,

Feb. 1992, at

31. See, e.g., Solomon W. Polacheck, Occupational Self-Selection, 63 REv. ECON. &
STAT. 60 (1981). For a concise introduction to the "New Home Economics" from a feminist
perspective, see Katharine Silbaugh, Turning Labor into Love: Housework and the Law, 91 Nw.
U. L. REV. I (1996); see also Nadja Zalokar, Male-Female Differences in Occupational Choice

and the Demand for General and Occupation-Specific Human Capital, 26 ECON. INQUIRY 59,

71(1988).
32. See Duspiva v. Duspiva, 581 N.Y.S.2d 376, 377 (N.Y. App. Div. 1992).
33. See EEOC v. Sears, Roebuck& Co., 628 F. Supp. 1264 (N.D. III. 1986), affd, 839
F.2d 302 (7th Cir. 1988).
34. See Sears, 839 F.2d at 319.
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evidence also showed that the selection criteria for commission sales jobs
were designed with men in mind: illustrative questions asked if the applicant
spoke in a low-pitched voice and participated in football." The Sears court,
however, heightened the standard to establish a prima facie case in sex
discrimination. Under the new standard, the EEOC was required to show that
the female employees at Sears were as interested in taking commission sales
positions as their male counterparts.3 6 Both the trial and appeals courts
accepted Sears' argument that women's lack of representation represented
only their lack of interest in commission sales work.37
Yale law professor Vicki Schultz has documented that courts in sex
discrimination cases often accept the argument that women "lack interest" in
traditionally male positions.38 Schultz has argued persuasively that women's
choices are framed by the actions of their employers, since most ordinary
women do not spend time trying to get jobs for which women are never hired.
In stressing employers' role, Schultz minimizes the role of women's "family
'
responsibilities. 39
Her point is apt for women in traditionally male bluecollar jobs, the focus of Schultz's study. But mothers' load of family work
often does affect their workforce participation (as opposed to their job
performance). A recent study by Jane Waldfogel, after controlling for
potential work experience and for' observable characteristics such as
education, found that nearly half (45%) of the gender gap at age thirty is due
to women's family status.' Another 19% reflects women's lower levels of
work experience.4 ' These data suggest that nearly two-thirds of the wage gap
between men and women reflects women's load of family work. (This is not
to deny that part of the remaining gap reflects old-fashioned sex discrimination).
In fact, if one reads studies by labor economists and lawyers, on one
hand, and by family law scholars, on the other, a striking pattern emerges.

35. See id. at 332.
36. See id. at 320.
37. See Ruth Milkman, Women's Historyand the Sears Case, 12 FEM. STUD. 375,382
(1986).
38. See Vicki Schultz, Telling Stories about Women and Work. Judicial Interpretations
ofSex Segregation in the Workplace in Title VII Cases Raising the Lack ofInterest Argument,
103 HARV. L. REV. 1749 (1990) (discussing the impact of women's family work).

39. See id. at 1820 n.262.
40. See Jane Waldfogel, Family Gap for Young Women, supra note 14, at 519.
Waldfogel finds that an additional 23% of the gap reflects differential returns to work
experience, a factor that includes both women's different family roles and old-fashioned
discrimination against mothers. For a recent study measuring the impact of discrimination, see
Linda K. Stroh, All the Right Stuff, 77 J. APPLIED PSYCH. 251 (1992).
41.

See Family Gap for Young Women, supra note 14, at 519.
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The labor literature often minimizes the impact of women's family work on
their market work, 42 while the family-side literature documents it in detail.43
Both use accurate data; they just focus on different groups. Labor economists
typically focus on women who perform as ideal workers, often in traditionally
male jobs. These women's workforce participation often is not affected by
their "second shift" of family work. The family literature focuses on
homemakers and women who work part-time, whose workforce
participation
44
clearly has been affected by the division of labor at home.
The fear often expressed is that if feminists acknowledge the impact of
women's load of family work, employers will say, "See, we told you so.
That's why we don't want to hire women." The fact that some women's
family work interferes with their workforce participation however, does not
give employers an excuse to discriminate against all women. What the data
shows is that mothers often do not take jobs that require them to perform as
ideal workers. That is not to say that women who do take such jobs perform
worse than men. No one denies the fact that many women do perform as
"ideal" workers. No one need deny that many do not.
Acknowledging the impact of the second shift makes women vulnerable
only if one accepts the claim that women's "choice" to marginalize precludes
discrimination. That is the claim I challenge in this article. "Choice" is only
a defense against discrimination if women's marginalization is freely chosen
in the same sense that some people choose Mars Bars over Baby Ruth.
Mothers' choices to drop out or cut back on work are not like that; this
article offers a close study of what those choices are like. The best text I have
found for this purpose is a 1985 book by Deborah Fallows, entitled A
Mother's Work. I will focus at length on Fallows' stunningly honest
description of the process by which one woman abandoned her career in
linguistics in order to stay home with her children, because this will allow us
to examine the social dynamics that lead many women into domesticity's
traditional "arrangement." Although Fallows' book has not often been
discussed in feminist texts, it is important because she provides an articulate
defense of a gender system we simultaneously live and deny. Fallows had the
courage and the intellectual resources to defend that system in an articulate
and principled way, and the ability to get her account published and publi-

42.

The Schultz article, supra note 38, is a good example of the labor literature, as is

DAPHNE BIANCHI & SUZANNE M. SPAIN, BALANCING AcT (1996).

43. See, e.g., ARUIEHocHsCHILD, THE SECOND SHIFr (1989).
44. This literature is reviewed by Joan Williams, Is Coverture Dead? Beyond a New
Theory of Alimony, 82 GEO. L.J. 2227, 2277 n.1, 2278 n.2 (1994).
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cized. (Her husband is James Fallows, one of the most successful journalists
in Washington, D.C.).
Fallows' book does not provide a perfect text, for in some ways her
experience is not representative. She clearly belongs to an inside-the-Beltway
elite. Yet the viewpoint Fallows expresses represents what many Americans
think: I hear it all the time; on the playground, in women's magazines, behind
closed doors at work. Fallows expresses sentiments that are pervasive among
working-class as well as among more privileged people, as I discuss in a
forthcoming book.4 5 If two-thirds of mothers of child-bearing age do not
perform as ideal workers, we need to know how they come to that decision.'
For the remainder of this article, I examine the constraints that frame
women's choices. I do so by placing Fallows' story in two historical contexts.
The first is the transition from status to affect documented by legal historian
Reva Siegel: a shift from a system where gender arrangements were described
in the language of hierarchy to one in which they are described in the language
of emotion. The second context is domesticity, the gender system that has
already been introduced. A note of caution: my description will rely on the
most developed literatures (on New England and the South). Regional
differences and variations over time, so important for historians whose goal
is to capture the complexity of the past, are not as important here, where my
goal is a snapshot designed to highlight the continuities between past and
present. I will focus on the changes in domesticity over time only when I want
to highlight specific shifts for specific reasons.47
A. FROM STATUS TO AFFECT
The first useful perspective is suggested by the work of legal historian
Reva Siegel. Siegel points out an important shift in the way male entitlements
are described. Originally, they were described in the language of status or
See UNBENDING GENDER, supra note 1, at ch. 5.
46. See URETA CENSUS DATA, supra note 7.
47. For other analyses of choice in feminist jurisprudence, see Kathryn Abrams,
Ideology and Women's Choices, 24 GA. L. REV. 761 (1990); Lucinda M. Finley, Choice and
Freedom: Elusive Issues in the Searchfor GenderJustice, 96 YALE L.J. 914, 931-40 (1987);

45.

Alice Kessler-Harris, Equal Employment Opportunity Commission v. Sears, Roebuck and

Company: A PersonalAccount, 35 RADICAL HIST. REV. 57, 68, 72 (1986); Robin West,
Colloquy: Submission, Choice and Ethics: A Rejoinder to Judge Posner, 99 HARv. L. REV.
1449, 1455-56 (1986). At the turn of the century, Charlotte Perkins Gilman warned against
assumptions about men's and women's choices. See CHARLOTTE PERKINS GELMAN, WOMEN AND
ECONOMICS 8, 141-68 (3d ed. 1900). For a comprehensive look at the analyses developed to
challenge the traditional individual choice model see JUSTICE AND GENDER, supra note 17, at
165-67; Deborah L. Rhode, Occupational Inequality, 1988 DUKE L.J. 1207, 1216-27
[hereinafter Rhode, OccupationalInequality].
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hierarchy." For example, under common law, a man was entitled to have his
wife follow him wherever he wanted to live.49 Men no longer have that
entitlement as a legal matter, but men as a group still enjoy it as a matter of
social custom.-'
Today, working-class men often still use the language of status, defining
the issue as one of whether the husband will "permit" the wife to work. But
middle-class families are more likely to eschew the "father knows best" model
in favor of a decision-making process that involves discussions in which the
couple concludes that relocation "will make everybody happiest in the long
run."5 ' This shift in justification is the transition from the language of status
to that of emotion, from an open acknowledgment of male entitlements to one
that justifies them as the optimal path to self-fulfillment for women as well as
for men.52 With this as background, let us turn to Fallows' story.
In a pattern typical of women of her class, Fallows trained for a highstatus, traditionally male career in linguistics.53 She liked her work, was good
at it, and was offered good jobs and promotions. Yet after she had children
she first cut back to part-time and then quit. The very long hours required of
professionals in her social context played a central role in her decision. "I
now see women and men behaving the way those fathers of the 1950s did,"
she notes with disapproval. 5' She did not want a family where children "say
good-night to Mom and Dad on the phone instead of having books read and
getting hugs," and eat dinner with their nanny instead of their parents.5 5
Fallows worked part-time, though she was acutely conscious that she
was not performing as an ideal worker.
The compromises I was making were professional, by being
a part-time worker. My erratic work schedule worked well
for me and my son, but it was hard on everyone else at my
office. I missed meetings; I bowed out of last-minute crises;
I wouldn't travel; I couldn't stay late. In short, I was not the

48.

See Reva B. Siegel, The Modernization of Marital Status Law: Adjudicating Wives

Rights to Earnings, 1860-1930, 82 GEO. L.J. 2127, 2200 (1994) [hereinafter Siegel,

Modernization]; Reva B. Siegel, 'The Rule of Love": Wife Beating as Prerogative and Privacy,
105 YALE L.J. 2117 (1996) [hereinafter Siegel, Rule of Love]; Reva B. Siegel, Home as Work,
103 YALE L. J. 1073 (1994) [hereinafter Siegel, Home as Work].
49. See Graham v. Graham, 33 F. Supp. 936 (E.D. Mich. 1940).
50. See Rhode, Occupational Inequality, supra note 47, at 1216.
51. See LUIAN RUBIN, FAMIES ON THE FAULT LINE 70-84 (1994).
52. See ROBERTA SIGEL, AMMrTON & ACCOMMODATION 159 (1996).
53. See DEBORAH FALLOwS, A MOTHER'S WORK 23 (1985).
54. Id. at 26.
55. Id. at 22.
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kind of employee who could be counted on in a crunch.
Dependable, yes, hardworking and competent, but highly
restricted. I was passed over for projects I would have liked
because they demanded the kind of performance and
responsibility that didn't mesh with my private obligations
as a mother.56

Part of the reason Fallows could not perform as an ideal worker was
because of her husband's job. By her own account, it was all-consuming.5 7
He was rarely around during her pregnancy, and went to only two of eight
Lamaze classes: "I persuaded friends to accompany me to the others or else
I went alone."58 When they moved, her husband went on ahead while she
stayed behind for three months to sell the house in Texas, pack up, and move
into the new house in Washington "three weeks before our baby was due."59
He worked in ajob that "required him to be at the office almost all the time."
When Deborah went into labor, she trailed her husband from office to office
because she did not want to be alone. When she took nine-month-old Tommy
visiting at Christmas, "Jim didn't come with us - even though we were going
to visit his own parents."6 1 She held Tommy's first birthday party at Jim's
office "because Jim couldn't get away."' 2
Jim did what he could, pitching in when he was home. But
the simple fact was that he wasn't able to be home very
much. The tone was set by the workaholics ... who made
it seem wimpish to leave work before the dead of night ....
We would all go in together on the weekends while Jim
worked. Tommy would crawl around the floor of Jim's
office, climb on the furniture, and then nap on the sofa not so much to play as just to be in the presence of his dad.63
After two years Jim Fallows left his White House job.6 "His reasons
were largely professional, but I know that he was also greatly concerned about
the strain on our family life."65 He continued a successful and high-pressured

56.
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career - eventually he became editor-in-chief of U.S. News and World
Report. But he worked out of the house for a time, so he saw the boys at
breakfast, after dinner (during dinner he often had press calls), and when they
got home from school."
All this has come, I can see, at a considerable cost to Jim's
working life. I have heard him turn down breakfast, dinner,
and evening meetings to be with the boys; I know he'll
often rearrange appointments to take the boys to school.
Every night, he works until 1 or 2 a.m., or later, to make up
for the daytime interludes he's spent with the boys. Many
of his friends and colleagues are single or childless. As he
sees them sit down for an afternoon of uninterrupted work
on a Saturday or Sunday, I can tell he's thinking how much
more quickly he could finish an article or book if he were
similarly unencumbered. In short, he's made a trade:
ambitious as he is, he has accepted less success - and
money - than he might otherwise have. In exchange he
67
has gotten to know his sons.
He's made a trade; she's made a trade.
Is this equality? Look at the implicit entitlements at work. He is entitled
to self-development by performing as an ideal worker, moving his family to
take appealing jobs and placing no limitations on the time demands his
employer imposes as a cost of doing his work. To the extent he gives up the
fastest track available, he has made a sacrifice. And employers are entitled to
workers just like him. "I am not objecting to the fact that certain jobs require
these extra sacrifices from their employees," says Fallows. "Work is
sometimes like that, and the most responsible jobs often ask the most from the
people who hold them."' "If your [scientific] experiment bubbles at 1 a.m.,"
'
said another author, "you have to be there."69
Obviously, if one parent works these kind of hours, the childcare and
housework fall to the other. In a prior era, this distribution of entitlements
would have been described in the language of status. A husband was entitled
to the services of his wife, wrote William Blackstone in the eighteenth
century, because "'the inferior hath no kind of property in the company, care,
or assistance of the superior, as the superior is held to have in those of the
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inferior . ."" Early American courts used similar language. Below is an
example from New York in 1897, holding that because a husband was entitled
to his wife's services by means of the hierarchical relationship created by
marriage, those services could not form the consideration for a contract
between husband and wife: "A man cannot be entitled to compensate his wife
for services for nothing, by virtue of a uniform and a unchangeable marriage
contract, and at the same time be under obligation to pay her for those
services, by virtue of a contract made before marriage."'" Men were entitled
to their wives' services and to determine the family domicile; both persist to
the present day, not as legal entitlements but as social customs, coded as
choice or passed over in silence.
The language of status gradually gave way to the language of affect.
Reva Siegel72 traces this process in Borelli v. Brusseau,7 3 a 1993 California
case striking down a marital contract in which the husband agreed to leave
substantial amounts of property to his wife in exchange for her promise to
personally provide twenty-four-hour nursing herself so that he would not have
to enter a nursing home. The wife did so, but the husband did not change his
will as promised. The court held that his estate need not deed her the property
promised to her because the contract was invalid for lack of consideration: as
a wife, she had a preexisting duty to provide "support," evidently including
twenty-four-hour personal nursing care." The court did not, of course,
embrace the language of hierarchy; instead, it presented its decision as
motivated by its desire to preserve marriage as a haven of caring, protected
from the values of the marketplace. Enforcing the contract, it said, would
effect a transformation of "mores... to the point that spouses can be treated
just like any other parties haggling at arm's length.... [E]ven if few things
are left that cannot command a price, marital support remains one of them."7"
Thirty years earlier, Betty Friedan described the existing distribution of
household work largely in the language of Status. In the 1960s, husbands were
still entitled to wives' work, so wives could work outside the home only if
husbands "let them." 76 Today the result may well be the same, but the
reasons offered are different. Thus, Fallows presents her decision to stay
home as a choice she made to improve her own emotional state. She was
".'.

70. See Siegel, Modernization, supra note 48, at 2200 (citing WILLAM BLACKSTONE,
COMMENTARIES ON THE LAWS OF ENOLAND 142 (1765)).
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72. See Siegel, Modernization,supra note 48 at 2198.
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worried that Tommy's terrible twos were a protest against her absence; she
quit to alleviate her worry. She quit both to avoid negative feelings and to
experience positive ones: quitting gave her more time "to partake of the
pleasures of [Tommy's] company."'
This is the transition from status into affect. Fallows' sense that she
stayed home to meet her own emotional needs cloaks her conviction that "as
a parent I should have all the time.., in the world to give."78 Though she
states this in a gender-neutral way, she never applies this expectation to her
husband. In fact, her ideal - "an insistence that the balance between
parenthood and career be worked out by both parents"'79 - receives virtually
no attention. Instead, she spends nine of the fourteen chapters of her book
defending full-time motherhood by attacking daycare' 0
The odd thing is that Fallows' own experience with daycare was a
positive one. She describes Omeda, the middle-aged black child care provider
she used for her son during his first two years, this way:
I remember many, many things about Omeda, but a few
stick out in my mind: I would always see her dancing with
the children when she played records; a briefly evident
television set disappeared quickly, never to be seen again,
when parents voiced concern; the children dressed up on
every Halloween and were welcomed door to door in the
neighborhood on Halloween morning. Tommy was very
happy there. 8
What's going on here? Why is Fallows so opposed to day care in
principle despite the fact that it worked well for her in practice? Why does
she insist on gender neutrality, only to apply such radically different standards
to her husband and herself? Why does she pay so little attention to her ideal
of equal parenting? To answer these questions we must place her choices in
the context of the gender system that has been shaping the lives of mothers for
the last two centuries.
B. DOMESTICITY

In the following description, I stress the continuities in the gender system
called domesticity. Yet obviously a social system that has persisted for two
77.
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81.
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centuries has not remained unchanged. We have seen one important change
already: the contemporary shift from the language of hierarchy to the
language of affect. The following description will highlight continuities, but
will also include some discussion of changes over time.
In the contemporary version of domesticity, choice rhetoric serves to
effect the translation from status to affect by focusing attention away from
three constraints that form the backbone of domesticity's organization of
work. The first is employers' entitlement to demand an ideal worker with
immunity from family work. The second constraint is husbands' right, and
their duty, to live up to this work ideal. The third involves the definition of
the duties of a mother, as someone whose life should be framed around
caregiving.8 2
1. Employers are Entitled to Ideal Workers with Immunity from Family
Work
Fallows' sense that employers are entitled to ideal workers with limited
responsibility for family work played an important role in her decision to
leave her career. As noted above, she felt uncomfortable working part-time
because she could not meet the work ideal. The widespread sense that
employers are entitled to workers with limited caregiving responsibilities
reflects the sharp split between work and family that is characteristic of
domesticity. The classic expression of this split was the dyad of the husband
as breadwinner and the wife as homemaker.
We tend to think of this as the traditional family, but that is a misnomer.
Before the nineteenth century, it would have made no sense to think of a
breadwinner, with its connotation of someone who leaves the house to work
for money. Inhabitants of small family farms throughout the country, and of
3
the great plantations of the South, raised much of their own food." They
produced not only their own bread but the yeast to raise it; not only made their
own clothing but the thread to weave it; not only washed the clothes but
produced soap and starch for laundering."
In this context both parents "stayed home" but neither focused primarily
on child care. To keep a household fed, shod, healthy, and housed required
the full-time work of both parents - and of the children as well. Apart from
82. Patriarchy includes many different gender systems. I use the term to highlight the
open reliance on hierarchy that characterized gender relations in eighteenth-century America.
I do not mean to claim that all patriarchal systems are the same: there have always been a wide
variety of patriarchal systems, and there still are today.
83. See JEANNE BoYDSTON, HOME AND WORK 10-20 (1990).
84. See id.
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a very small elite, men, women, children, apprentices, and servants worked
side by side to produce much of what they needed to live.85
This is not to say that men and women did identical work. Women did
"all the indoors work," and were responsible for providing fruits, vegetables,
dairy products, and fowl; for manufacturing goods needed by the family; for
daily care of the house and lot; for training and supervision of infants, older
daughters and female servants.86 Men were responsible for providing grain,
fuel, and permanent structures such as houses, barns and sheds; for making the
equipment required both by themselves and their wives; for supervising the
work of older sons and male servants.87
Child care was not seen as a task requiring full-time attention. The
biography ofHarriet Beecher Stowe (1811-1891) notes that, "As long as
[Harriet] was healthy, clothed, and fed, her caretakers assumed that all of her
earthly wants were satisfied; listening to her questions, musing, and small
childhood tragedies was a luxury for which they had no time. For sociability
Harriet turned either to the books in her father's study or to the society of the
kitchen help."88 Harriet was the seventh child in a large and complex
household that included five older siblings, an orphan cousin, two bound
servants, several students from the nearby Litchfield Law School, as many as
eleven boarders from the Litchfield Female Academy, an aunt and uncle who
often visited for lengthy periods, and often Grandma Beecher and her
unmarried daughter. 9 "To all of these full-time and part-time residents must
be added the constant flow of visitors making themselves at home in the
minister's house, and the high level of social activity that obtained in this
sophisticated town. Who can blame five-year-old Harriet if she hardly
understood after her mother's death that she was gone?"'
Stowe's childhood represents the transition between domesticity and the
system that preceded it. As of the early nineteenth century, many elements
persisted of the gender system that preceded domesticity. For example, the
key unit still was the household not the biological family. Many households
were composed not only of a mother, a father, and their children, but of
apprentices, bound servants (often children themselves), other relatives (aunts,
orphans, grandmothers), boarders, and others. A significant portion of the
population spent part of their lives in other families' households. 9 Many
85.
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children were living in families other than their own by the time they were
teenagers. Moreover, "the prevalent assumptions about family life made little
'
distinction between a natural child and a servant of about the same age."
The views that the biological family needed its privacy and that minor
children needed large amounts of parental attention were far in the future:
these beliefs became prevalent only when the family was reconceptualized as
primarily an emotional, rather than an economic, unit. This reconceptualization was a central element of domesticity.
Though men and women typically did different work in the era before
domesticity, women often did work associated with men. If the husband had
a trade, the wife often worked with him, sewing the uppers on the shoes or
tending the shop he owned.93 Throughout the eighteenth century, wives acted
as "deputy husbands" when their husbands were away and often did work
traditionally done by men in this capacity." We find reports of women as
blacksmiths, wrights, printers, tinsmiths, beer makers, tavern keepers, shoe95
makers, shipwrights, barbers, grocers, butchers, and shopkeepers. Women
doing "men's work" did not jar contemporary sensibilities because men and
women were not primarily defined by their separate spheres.
Women were defined, instead, by their inferiority. It was "an almost
unquestioned premise that the father, as head of the household, had a right to
expect respect and obedience from his wife and children. A father's authority
over his family, servants, and apprentices was simply one link in what early
commentators called the 'Great Chain of Being,' the line of authority
descending from God."96 Hierarchy was considered natural, inevitable, and
desirable: humans were above animals; the higher above the lower classes;
God above the king; men above women. The only place that lacked hierarchy
was the chaos of Hell. 97 "Differences in kinds of social being and the state of
total subjection itself were part of the nature of things. Over the plantation
was raised, not only its own proper patriarch, but also the imagery of a whole
series of ruling fathers extended beyond the king to the Creator." The image
of the stern father was "a pervasive mode of construing social authority in the
North as well as in the South, on the eastern as well as the western side of the
Atlantic." 9'
92.
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Gender hierarchy was an integral part of the Great Chain. "God's
universal law gave to man despotic power/Over his female in due awe," said
Milton. Family portraits prior to 1775 show the father on a higher plane than
his wife and children. Not only was religious, political, and familial power
concentrated in men; men also were associated with all good character traits.
Women were the weaker vessel "associated with deviousness, sexual
voraciousness, emotional inconstancy, and physical and intellectual inferiority."99 Witches provided a ready example of women's vulnerability to the
devil. Sexually voracious and intellectually and morally inferior to men,
women needed firm family governance. The father had rightful authority over
all who "ate his meat."'" They were liable for "petit treason should they
strike him down .... The identification of both God and the king as fathers
not only incorporated experience from everyday life into the highest levels of
cosmology but also sanctified the authority of the head of each household."'' 1
Religion, law, and custom all enforced the father's authority. Fathers,
like all rulers, could mete out corporal punishment, limited only by the rule
that a man could beat his wife only with a stick no thicker than his thumb."°2
Male power was reinforced by religion: the marriage ceremony required that
women promise to obey their husbands. Men owned the labor of wives,
children, servants and apprentices. In the ordinary case, women never gained
ownership of property, which was associated with masculinity.' 3 Children
were the father's in more than name alone: he not only owned their labor but
was entitled to their custody and was charged with their upbringing."
Childrearing manuals were addressed to fathers, not mothers, until roughly
1750.105 Children's letters home typically were addressed to fathers,
conveying respects to mothers in a postscript. 6 Puritan wives were expected
to exhibit to their husbands an attitude of "reverence," defined as a mixture of
fear and awe."0 The patriarch "had it in his power to punish or pardon and
typically was less concerned with consistent performances than with the
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readiness of his dependents to adopt the submissive posture considered
appropriate to a child confronted by a parent."' °
So unquestioned was the father's power in the patriarchal household that
political theorists in the seventeenth century justified monarchs' claims to
absolute power by reference to it, with claims that the king was the father of
his people."°9 This was a natural step because the patriarchal family was
viewed as an integral part of proper governance. Puritan selectmen often
required convicts, children of the poor, single men and women, and recent
immigrants to live in "well Governed families" so that "disorders may be
prevented and ill weeds nipt.""
Nor were family matters treated as private. For example, early divorce
records in Puritan America showed that neighbors regularly entered into areas
considered private in modern life. For example, when Mary Angel and
Abigail Galloway looked through an open window and saw Adam Air and
Pamela Brichford "in the Act of Copulation," they walked into the house "and
after observing them some time.., asked him if he was not Ashamed to act
so when he had a Wife at home."' This lack of privacy also occurred among
the Virginia gentry of the eighteenth century. According to historian Rhys
Isaac:
The ideal of the home as a center of private domesticity was
not familiar to Anglo-Virginians in the mid-eighteenth
century. They lived or aspired to live in the constant presence of servants or guests. Their houses were the sacrosanct setting for hospitality and for the open celebration of
the major events of life and death .... Indeed, most of the
dominant values of the culture were fused together in the
display of hospitality, which was one of the supreme obligations that society laid upon the heads of households."'
This description of patriarchy" 3 highlights an important point: domesticity was a great improvement over prior conditions. It represented an early
attempt to conceptualize women as equal to men in a tradition that had defined
108.
109.
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them as men's inferiors. Despite this, domesticity neither promised nor
delivered full equality. For much of the nineteenth century, the ideal woman
continued to be described as submissive;" 4 even in the 1950s, popular pictures
still depicted the father on a higher plane than his family." 5 Fallows' book
suggests that "ambitious" fathers remain the head of the household in
important ways even today. "It seems odd that one person's job controls the
household to this extent," the wife of a high-powered Washingtonian told me
in 1995. But it did: his job determined where they lived, the family's social
life, the allocation of household work, his wife's career plans.
Though paternal power persisted long after 1750, open hierarchy
diminished. By 1776, all men had been declared equal. This had a profound
influence on the development of domesticity. While the market economy
reorganized work in ways that set the economic structure within which
domesticity arose, the notion that men and women belonged in spheres that
were separate but (in some sense) equal reflected the influence of Enlightenment ideals. Domesticity explained that women were not inferior; they were
just different. In fact, they were equally important in their distinctive
domestic sphere.
Domesticity not only bifurcated the work of adults into women's sphere
of the home and men's market work outside of it; it justified that reorganization through new descriptions of the "true natures" of men and women. 1 6 To
quote historian Stephanie Coontz:
In eighteenth-century Europe and early nineteenth-century
America, a striking rearrangement of gender identities and
stereotypes occurred. To men were assigned all the character traits associated with competition: ambition, authority,
power, vigor, calculation, instrumentalism, logic, and
single-mindedness. To women were assigned all the traits
associated with cooperation: gentleness, sensitivity, expressivism, altruism, empathy, personalism, and tenderness."'
Men belonged in the market because their natural competitiveness suited
them for it. Women remained at home as moral mothers whose selflessness
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suited them to provide the moral uplift men needed when they staggered home
to their haven from the heartless world."18
Under domesticity, not only personality but also emotional expressiveness were gendered. 'There is but little of the genuine emotion in our [sex],"
said a male observer in 1839." 9 Men were expected to be instrumental in their
attitudes towards the world, to be doers. Self-control became closely
identified with manhood.' 20 A working-class man told Lillian Rubin in the
1970s, "Guys talk about things and girls talk about feelings.' 2' "After a
lifetime of repressing his feelings," Rubin notes, "he often is a blank, unaware
that he's thinking of or feeling anything."' 22 Though Rubin links this
phenomenon to class, Deborah Tannen found that it continued to characterize
conventional masculinity in the 1980s. Men, she found, often assume that the
purpose of conversation is problem-solving, an approach not shared by
women."' Our particular gender arrangements, which associate conventional
masculinity with tight self-control and a narrow emotional range, make Men
from Mars and Women from Venus."2
Domesticity gendered not only personality and emotional expressiveness
but also market work, which was designed for workers without household
responsibilities. In addition, business and the professions, as well as "male"
working-class jobs, were associated with male personality traits and male
access to family work. More recent versions of domesticity sometimes mute
the explicit gendering of jobs (do you talk in a low-pitched voice?), but
continue to define the ideal worker in terms that reflect assumptions drawn
from domesticity. Most notable is the construction of the ideal worker,
without significant responsibilities for child rearing or housework. Also
important is the tradition of underpaying women in "women's work" on the
grounds that they are just working for "pin money." In the nineteenth century,
women's salaries were so small that they did not provide sufficient funds to
buy the food, lodging, and clothing they needed to survive, pressuring even
working women into sexual/economic relationships with men." s Even today,
salaries in traditionally female jobs still are half to one-third those in
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traditionally male working-class jobs; the percentage in many white-collar
jobs is even smaller. 26 Moreover, employers of predominantly female
workforces often do not provide health insurance, on the assumption that their
27
employees are married to breadwinners with family health benefits.
When feminists began to challenge domesticity in the 1960s, they
focused on gaining access to market work; but soon they added the demand
that men share equally at home. Fewer focused on the way the ideal worker
is defined as someone with immunity from family work. In an era when many
"good" blue-collar, as well as white-collar, jobs require substantial overtime
and one-third of fathers work forty-nine or more hours a week,"2 the time has
come to challenge the employer's right to define the ideal worker as someone
who is supported by a flow of family work most men enjoy but most women
do not. This way of organizing (market and family) work is the first important
element Fallows, and other contemporary women, carry over from domesticity.
2. Men are Entitled (and Required)to be Ideal Workers
Masculinity is measuredby the size of a paycheck. 29
[T]he birthrightof every American male is a chronic sense
of personalinadequacy.'3"
Under patriarchy, men's authority was based on their role in the structure
of governance: "Household authority was the basis of the political
order....""' To achieve the ideals of masculinity, a man had only to use the
weapons placed at his disposal (violence, property, and threat of damnation)
to "govern" his household and other social inferiors. 3 2 This changed under
domesticity. The association of masculinity with bread-winning was a sharp
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underestimated: manhood became contingent
shift whose significance is often
33
on success in market work.
When historian Arthur Cole examined the lives of eighteenth century
merchants, he found that their relationship with market work differed from
that of men who lived after them: "business had not become so much an end
in itself and success in business did not become so adequately a basis for selfsatisfaction, as was to become the case in the next centuries."'" Before the
nineteenth century, men's sense of themselves was linked as much to
religious, political, and social roles as to economic ones.
With the shift from patriarchy to domesticity, "a man's work t[ook] on
a separate meaning and provide[d] the chief substance of his social identity,"
according to historian E. Anthony Rotundo.' 35 According to historian Robert
Griswold, "Despite men's differences, bread-winning has remained the great
unifying element in fathers' lives. Its obligations bind men across the
boundaries of color and class, and shape their sense of self, manhood, and
gender." 136 A law student in 1820 noted that business "engages [a man's]
mind and occupies his thoughts so frequently as to engross them almost
entirely and then it is upon his employment that he depends almost entirely for
his happiness of life."' 3' A woman told her suitor in 1868, "I often think it is
so different for men from what it is with us women. Love is our life, our
reality, business yours."'' 38 "If a man was without 'business,"' writes Rotundo,
"he was less than a man."' 39 Said a New York college student in 1844, "It is
so unmanly so unnatural to spend a lifetime in the pursuit of nothing." " For
him, the alternative to "nothing" was "suitable employment.'' Unemployment quickly brought on feelings of worthlessness. Lucien Boynton in 1839
reported "the 'Blues"' and "a painful vacancy in my mind" after a week of
unemployment. "My soul feels as tho it has been feeding on wind and
vapor."' 42
The term breadwinnerwas coined between 1810 and 1820.143 The rise
in importance of men's success at work was tied to the decline of the
133.
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traditions of deference that had accompanied the Great Chain, whereby each
member of the hierarchy was expected to give "due deference" to those above
him, and expected to receive due deference from those below.1" Even into the
nineteenth century, the Great Chain lived on unexamined in many areas of life
and, in many contexts, elites still enjoyed the deference of their social
inferiors. Yet in the course of the nineteenth century, traditional norms of
deference gave way to the "self-made man," a term that entered the language
in the 1840s. 145 For the first time in history, a man's social position (in theory
anyway) was determined by his own success. And the key to success was
work. In this context, dedication to work could become obsessive. In 1836,
one commentator wrote that an American man "is never.., so uneasy as when
seated by his own fireside; for he feels, while conversing with his kindred, that
he is making no money. And as for fireside reading... 'he reads no book but
his ledger.""' Another warned in 1903 against the "masculine disease": "the
habit and fury of work, unreasoning, illogical, quite unrelated to any
[economic] need."' 147 These patterns persisted throughout the twentieth
century. Said one feminist man in the late 1970s, "Work is the institution that
most defines the majority of4 adult males. Many of us look to work for our
most basic sense of worth." 1
If the new focus on work presented opportunities, they were accompanied by risk. As men's breadwinner status came to underlie their claims to
familial and social dominance, anxiety became a permanent feature of
masculinity: 149 "Sons had to compete for elusive manhood in the market
rather than grow into secure manhood by replicating fathers," one commentator noted as early as 1920.'-' Not much had changed by 1990, when another
commentator noted, "Success must be earned, manhood must be proved and proved constantly."'' Many men found the market a "site of humiliation," to quote Thoreau.' 52 Daniel Webster made a similar point much earlier:
"How entirely sure we are and easy about everybody's fortune but our
own.""' These feelings were echoed by Morton S. Bailey, a lawyer just
starting out in 1880: "I am in continual doubt and full of misgivings lest the
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future be darker than the past, and with this feeling of dread do you wonder
that I hesitate to make the advancing steps or that I would almost rather not
take them at all."'" For if the nineteenth century brought an economy wide
open with the chance to make money, it also saw persistent cycles of boom
and bust; for both wage laborers and businessmen, the nineteenth-century
economy was volatile in the extreme. Grueling hours and abrupt dismissals
were common for workers; bankruptcy was commonplace for businessmen
Mark Twain became a rich man but died a pauper, a
large and small.'
times in both directions. 56 During this period many
many
repeated
pattern
from the commonstates passed Homestead Acts to protect the family home
57
place sight of seizure for the husband's business debts.
Men were well aware that not only their own fortunes, but those of their
entire families, depended on their success as breadwinners. In 1844,
Alexander Rice reminded his fiancee that he was the person "upon whose arm
you are to lean thro' life, upon whose reputation your own will rest and upon
whose effects your happiness as well as his own will mainly depend."'5 8 The
tenuousness of masculinity was bad enough for middle-class men struggling
to get established in business or the professions. It was worse for workingclass men who typically had no control over the success of the businesses that
hired and fired them.
The close linkage of masculinity with breadwinning has proved
remarkably resilient despite the shift of women into the labor force. "Women
just aren't raised with the idea of being the primary wage earner," said a
woman in 1998 who had found herself thrust into that role. 59 "I mean, think
about it, most women work, but their husbands usually make more money.
Usually way more money... I didn't want that level of responsibility. ' ' 6° A
recent literature review concluded that, "Virtually all men believe being a
good father means first and foremost being a good provider."' 6 ' Jean L.
Potuchek's 1997 study of dual-earner families found that "both women and
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men attach different meaning to the employment of wives than to the
employment of husbands. Reports from men indicated that, even when their
wives were employed, they still felt a special obligation to provide.""

. Potuchek found that the most common approach among employed wives

was the employed homemaker, who does not see her job as occupying a
central role in the lives of her family and sees her husband as the
breadwinner." 3 In only 20% of the dual-earner couples studied did the women
consider themselves co-breadwinners or committed workers; these women
were also less likely to have children at home." Apart from this group, most
women (83% of women and even a higher percentage of childrearing mothers)
felt their husbands should be the primary providers (even when economic
circumstances made this impossible), or had husbands who were primary
providers (even when they regretted this)."" In other words, even among
women who work, few are breadwinners. The data linking men with
breadwinning are even more dramatic. Roughly three-fourths of men in dualearner families either performed as breadwinners or wished they could.'6
Those who didn't included relatively few fathers.
The shift of women into the workforce has undermined neither domesticity's linkage of women with caregiving nor its association of men with
breadwinning. Domesticity's patterns of market work and family work
continue to describe a broad range of Americans. Households of rich men are
most likely to conform to the housewife/breadwinner model." 7 Susan
Ostrander's study reports that very successful men tend to be so tied up with
their work that they play little role in their own households."" Often highly
successful men are physically absent for long periods of time: "He worked
abroad for months. He expects there will be peace at home when he returns.
162.
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I don't bother him with petty domestic details. He doesn't have time for
'
Says Ostrander of upper-class women: "They not only run the house,
that."169
they do so in a way that shields their husbands from any concern over what
goes on there; they do so even when he is away from home for extended
periods of time."' 7 ° Lorna Wendt, whose divorce from the CEO of a major
division of General Electric has been widely publicized, has drawn the public
eye to the lifestyle of the rich and famous men who do not even pack their
own suitcases.'
The gender patterns in the families of highly successful men emerges
clearly in Arlie Hochschild's study of a large American corporation she calls
Amerco. Said one executive:
We made a bargain. If I was going to be as successful as we
both wanted, I was going to have to spend tremendous
amounts of time at it. Her end of the bargain was that she
wouldn't go out to work. So I was able to take the good
stuff and she did the hard work - the car pools, dinner,
gymnastic lessons."
Hochschild points out that fatherhood, to one of these men, brought forth
the image of a performance - school plays, ballet recitals, soccer games.
"[H]e knew little about those times when his children were offstage, unable
to get started on something, discouraged, or confused."' 7 3 While most
managers looked back on their fathering years with "a kind of mild regret that
they had spent so little time with their children,"'7 the most telling reaction
was a woman whose husband ultimately was fired. She exploded: "My
husband missed our children's birthdays! He missed their games! He missed
the father-daughter banquets! Didn't the company get enough of his time?
Because we saw nothing of him!""'75
When another executive died of a heart attack, his widow invited no one
from the company to speak at the funeral. "Why should I?" she asked to a
friend. "It was the company that killed him!"' 76 This story reminds us that
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highly successful men experience not only the benefits but also the "lethal
aspects of the male role.""'
The linkage of masculinity with work success is inscribed onto men's
literal bodies not only in heart attacks, but also in the higher rates of
impotence among unemployed men.'7 8 Different groups of men experience
this linkage in different ways. Studies of men in poor urban neighborhoods
suggest that, lacking access to the breadwinner role, they often define
masculinity more in terms of sexual performance and displays of toughness
rather than work success." 9 Working-class men have often stressed sexuality
as well - think of the sexual posturings of Elvis Presley, Marlon Brando, and
James Dean. But even among disenfranchised men, breadwinning retains an
imaginative hold. One reason drug-dealing is such a booming business is that
it offers "underclass" men their only opportunity to work hard and get
ahead. 80
For working-class men today, the breadwinner role is often a source of
particular pain. Ellen Israel Rosen's 1987 study of blue-collar women found
that, "[r]egardless of a woman's real contribution to the family, the husband
is defined as the main breadwinner."'' Rosen reported that the women she
studied realized that "their husbands' sense of manhood is contingent on the
shared belief that his paycheck is 'supporting the family,"' so women define
their work as "'helping' [their] husbands."' 82 "I feel that when I'm working
I bring home a good pay. It helps out. I wouldn't say I'm working just to
183
spend. Today you need to work. A woman needs to help out her husband."'
These women saw their work as "help" to their husbands as a way of
preserving the sense that their husbands were the breadwinners in the family.
Roberta Sigel's 1996 study of gender in New Jersey confirmed that bluecollar men today often feel significant anxiety over their work roles.'" The
men in her blue-collar focus group expressed anxiety that women were taking
over men's jobs, as well as the conviction that women were inherently
unsuited for blue-collar work, which they described in highly gendered terms
as "heavy" and "tiring."' 85 Men in the focus group felt intense fear of
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unemployment and "justly aggrieved" by what they perceived to be the

invasion of unqualified women into their turf."6 The middle-class men Sigel
interviewed did not feel similarly embattled; Sigel attributes the difference to
the fact that middle-class men are less likely to face female competition."'
But this is untrue. In fact, women have flooded into white-collar jobs
but have made very little headway into blue-collar ones.' The high levels of
anxiety among blue-collar men reflect not actual competition from women, but
that such men feel their provider status slipping away, whereas middle-class
men do not. Blue-collar males have seen their hourly wages shrink since
1978.'89 Nearly 15% of the men Lillian Rubin talked to in the nineties were
jobless.'9g Even when employed, working-class men today often earn less
than their fathers: salaries of high-school educated men have fallen since
1974, and they have lost ground relative to same-class women and to college-

educated men.' 9' Today's working-class men were born a generation too late.
Their fathers could, with luck, deliver the basic accouterments of middle-class
life - the house, the car, the washing machine."9 Today, they can't.
Economist Frank Levy notes that, "back in the early 1970s, the average guy
with a high school diploma was making $24,000 in today's dollars. Today a
similar guy is making about $18,000.' 3 Many have suffered permanent layoffs, have had their wages cut,' 94 or have seen their wives' incomes rise faster
than their own. lg5 Eighty percent of the decrease in the wage gap in recent
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years is due to decreases in men's wages." 9 In a culture that ties masculinity
to the size of a paycheck, working-class status today is often accompanied by
a sense of threatened masculinity. "In the span of a few decades, foreign
investment, corporate flight, downsizing, and automation have suddenly left
members of the working class without a steady family wage, which compounded with the dissipation of labor unions, has left many white workingclass men feeling emasculated and angry. It seems that overnight, the ability
to work hard and provide disappeared." 9 '
As if that were not enough, working-class men's loss of the family wage
has led to a loss of deference within the family. "It's my house; he'll do what
I say," remains a favorite saying of working-class fathers. In 1976, Lillian
Rubin noted the high level of deference paid to working-class men. 98 By the
nineties, many looked back on those days with nostalgia. "Thirty years ago,"
said one young man, "if the man said: 'This is what we're going to do and
that's it,' the woman would say 'okay.' Nowadays, boy, you've got to argue
up and down, to get the point across, to get your way, or try and get half your
point across."'9 9 Asked by the focus group moderator why this was so, he
answered, "They're allowed to give their opinion more."' " Sigel takes special
note of the word "allowed."' Lillian Rubin quotes 31-year-old Joe Acosta
describing his wife in 1991: "She's different since she went to work, more
independent, you could say. We fight a lot more than we used to."2 "° Rubin
notes that working-class women's demands for equal.participation in family
work has become "a wrenching source of conflict" in many households.2 3
She concludes that working-class men "battered by economic uncertainty and
by the escalating demands of their wives, feel embattled and victimized on
two fronts - one outside the home, the other inside."'' °
As long as masculinity is linked with bread-winning, working-class men
will feel embattled. This is true of all races, but men of color face particular
problems, because racial prejudice also interferes with their ability to play the
breadwinner role. The situation is particularly acute for African-American
196.
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men. From emancipation on, a key way of effecting white supremacy has
been to cut black men off from steady work. 205 A study from 1989 reported
that the earnings of black men were only two-thirds those of white men and
that the gap between black and white men had widened significantly since
1979.2' Black men's relative inability to get good, steady jobs often bars
them from the provider role that provides the conventional basis for male
dignity.20" To the (significant) extent that racial prejudice cuts men of color
off from good jobs, they experience the hidden injuries of class in ways that
are linked with race and ethnicity. "Since whites defined 'achieving manhood' as the ability of a man to be a sole economic provider in a family,"
notes Bell Hooks, black men are often viewed as "failed men."20" The same
may be true of other men of color.
Most men feel they have little choice but to perform as ideal workers,
regardless of how exploitative the conditions of work and regardless of
women's demands for equality. And most women will not question their
husbands' right to perform'as ideal workers any more than Fallows did. A

recent study of New York law firms found that women did not urge their

husbands to cut back their hours despite the burden this placed on them as

205. See JACQUELINE JONES, LABOR OFLOVE, LABOR OF SORROW (1985). See PATRICIA
HULCoujNS, BLACK FEMINIsTTHOUGHT 59 (1990), for the proposition that the typical pattern
is higher-paying but less secure work for African-American men, contrasted with lower-paying,
more plentiful work for black women. See Evelyn Nakano Glenn, Cleaning Up/Kept Down:
A HistoricalPerspectiveon Racial Inequalityin "Women's Work," 43 STAN. L. REV. 1333, 1337
(1991) for the proposition that "[b]ecause of the dual labor system, men of color rarely earned
a wage sufficient to support a family. Thus, wives and mothers had to contribute economically
to support their families. Where employment was available, women entered the labor market."
Black women are far more likely than white women to rate men as economically unreliable and
untrustworthy. See Ransford & Miller, supra note 179, at 46.
206. See Lisa Saunders, Relative Earnings of Black Men to White Men By Region,
Industry, 118 MONTHLY LAB. REV., Apr. 1995, at 68.
207. A common reaction among the disenfranchised poor (sometimes called the
"underclass") is to redefine masculinity in more attainable terms. See ANDERSON, supra note
179, at 114 (1990) (underclass males define masculinity in terms of sexual prowess rather than
in terms of the good-provider role). Interestingly, the girlfriends of these men appear to retain
the good-provider definition of true masculinity. They are driven, Anderson argues, by dreams
that their boyfriends will marry them and support them in respectable (and middle-class)
domesticity. Id. at 113. See also Ransford & Miller, supra note 179, at 46 (poor black males
have been denied the traditional avenues of masculine expression - economic success, career
achievement, and upward mobility and consequently have developed a "ghetto-specific
masculinity").
208. BELL HOOKS, AIN'T I A WOMAN 178 (1981); see generally RICHARD SENNETT &
JONATHAN COBB, THE HIDDEN INJURIES OF CLASS (1973). For a study that finds that black men
have far richer definitions of manhood, see Andrea G. Hunter & James Earl Davis, Constructing
Gender:An Exploration of Afro-American Men's Conceptualizationof Manhood, 6 GENDER
& Soc'Y 464(1992).
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wives.'° 9 A study of divorced couples found that men who fail "to accomplish
ascendant masculinity via a successful career" can be rewarded with divorce
even if they are family-involved men who contribute much more to family
work than most other men.22 0
When the opera singer Beverly Sills left New York to follow her
husband to Cleveland, she felt that, "My only alternative was to ask Peter to
scuttle the goal he'd been working toward for almost twenty-five years. If I
did that, I didn't deserve to be his wife., 21' No "good" wife would want to rob
her husband of full masculinity: this is why researchers find such unquestioned support for men's careers. This is the second constraint Fallows, and
other contemporary women, carry over from domesticity.
3. Mothers Should Have "All the Time and Love in the World to Give"
The final set of constraints that frame contemporary women's "choice"
stem from assumptions about motherhood and children's needs. Fallows
states her ideal ("as a parent I should have all the time and love in the world
to give"' 12 ) as an ungendered norm. Yet, as noted above, she never applies
this standard to her husband, and her book's title shows that she is talking
about a mother's, not a parent's work.21 3 Her message is that mothers, not
both parents, should have "all the time in the world" to give. Most contemporary women agree. A 1995 study found that 88% of the women surveyed
believed it was their primary responsibility to take care of the family.2" 4
The notion that mothers should have. all the time in the world to give
embeds three defining elements of domesticity: domesticity's symbolic
separation of home and work; the material conditions of motherhood; and the
linkage of class formation and gender roles.
The symbolic separationof home and work. Domesticity's separation
of home and work is the conceptual framework that underlies two powerful
forces that feed mothers' sense that they should have all the time in the world
to give. The first is anxiety over the prospect of leaving child care to the
market ("commodifying" it); the second is the erasure of household work.
209. See Cynthia Fuchs Epstein et al., Glass Ceilings and Open Doors: Women's
Advancement in the Legal Profession:A Report to the Committee on Women in the Profession,
The Association of the Bar of the City of New York; 64 FORDHAM L. REV. 291, 443 (1995).
210. See Karen D. Pyke, Class-BasedMasculinities: The Interdependence of Gender,
Class, and InterpersonalPower, 10 GENDER & Soc'Y 527, 543 (1996).
211. BEVERLY SIuLs & LAWRENCE LINDERMAN, BEVERLY: AN AUTOBIOGRAPHY 117
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The separation of home and work is a central tenet of domesticity. The
physical separation of work life from home life was effected in the nineteenth
century commercial and industrial economy by separating market work from
family work both geographically (into factories) and temporally (into a pre-set
"work day," in sharp contrast to earlier patterns, which interspersed work and
family life).215
The separation of home and work was symbolic as well. Nancy Cott has
argued that the new role domesticity assigned to women was a way of coming
2 6
to terms with the moral shock felt during the transition to capitalism. "
Whereas self-interest traditionally had been decried both in religion and in
political theory, in the nineteenth century it became enshrined as the key to
social improvement.21 7 People dealt with their profound discomfort with the
emerging capitalist order by preserving the older virtues and associating them
with women. Said one New England pastor in 1827:
It is at home, where man . . . seeks a refuge from the
vexations and embarrassments of business, an enchanting
repose from exertion, a relaxation from care by the interchange of affection; where some of his finest sympathies,
tastes, and moral and religious feelings are formed and
nourished; - where is the treasury of pure disinterested
love, such as is seldom found in the busy walks of a selfish
and calculating world.
In the home and in women rested the antidote for the "selfish and calculating"
world of the market. 1 ' "Our men are sufficiently money-making," said an
influential editor in 1830, "Let us keep our women and children from the
contagion as long as possible."2" 9 She wished "to remind the dwellers in this
'bank-note world' that there are objects more elevated, more worthy than
pursuit of wealth." 2"
Domesticity created a symbolic world that divided into a private sphere
of selfless women and a public sphere of market actors pursuing their own
self-interest. Shifting child care to the market from the "home sweet home"
disrupts this tidy dichotomy. It raises the frightening specter of children

215. See NANCY F. CoTr, ThE BoNDS OF WOMANHOOD 64 (1987).
216. Id.
217. See James T. Kloppenberg, The Virtues of Liberalism: Christianity,Republicanism,
and Ethics in Early American PoliticalDiscourse,74 J. AM. HIST. 9 (1987).
218. See CoTr, supra note 215, at 69.
219. Id.
220. Id.
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relegated to a callous and self-seeking market realm, a fear of commodification *e can call commodification anxiety.
Commodification anxiety fuels the sense that mothers should have all the
time in the world to give. For example, at a recent conference, a young officer
raised her hand to say she was rising fast in the military. People kept telling
her she could be a general. "But I'm going to quit. I'm getting married, we
want to have children, and I can't take the lifestyle. And then people say,
'Why would you want to be a general? None of them has a life. They just
work all the time."' She was confused and conflicted. "I don't want my
children raised by strangers. 22'
Note the language. Why are child care providers "strangers"? No one
ever thought of asking, when you leave a child at school, "How does it feel to
leave your child with strangers?" If teachers are not strangers, why are
caregivers?
This language reflects domesticity's central defining split between men's
commercial interactions with strangers in the market and the intimate family
atmosphere of home. If child care is in the market, then it is consigned to the
market realm where strangers pursue their own self-interest. As is so often the
case, the metaphor proves stronger than the reality that one's child care
provider is hardly a stranger, and probably has complex motivations, of which
self-interest is only one. For example, Fallows' actual experience with child
care contradicted the sobering imagery of market care: recall her babysitter
Omeda dancing with the children and going door to door at Halloween. These
images do not fit with the disturbing imagery that predominates in Fallows'
description of child care in America: of a bleeding child left uncomforted, of
children crying unattended, of caretakers paying little attention to the children,
of peeling paint and inadequate supplies and children literally tied into their
places at the table, waiting for long periods for food.222
These images are shocking, without a doubt. But they are mostly of day
care for the poor who, indeed, often face care that is shockingly bad.2 3 But
that is not the kind of day care Fallows' family ever had, or would have. It is
hard to see why the low quality of child care for the poor explains Fallows'
decision to stay home.
The callous imagery of the market as a cold and uncaring place is not an
accurate description of many child care situations. Yet the commodification
221. Cockpits, Lifts and Family Values, Panel on Work/Family Conflict, American
University, Washington College of Law Centennial (Apr. 1996) (speech by Professor Joan
Williams, anecdote of audience member).
222. See FALLOWS, supra note 53, at 68, 73-74.
223.

See id.
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anxiety derived from domesticity forms an unspoken, and often unconscious,
cultural background for many mothers' sense that they should not have their
children raised by strangers, but instead should frame their own lives around
caregiving. The sentiment that mothers should have "all the time in the world
to give" also reflects a second dynamic that stems from domesticity's
separation of home and work: the erasure of household work. To sketch its
contours it is useful to begin with the phrase "time to give."
Note that the issue is who will "give time," not who will do laundry,
childcare, dishes, shopping, and other household work. Historian Jeanne
Boydston has tracked the role of domesticity in erasing the existence of
women's household work. Before the nineteenth century, women's work was
acknowledged as work owned by the husband, just as he owned the labor of
his children and servants. 4 With the shift away from open hierarchy to the
new imagery of men and women each sovereign in their separate sphere, the
fact that men still owned the right to their wives' services became a fact that
The solution, Boydston argues, was the
needed to be explained.
"pastoralization" of women's work, its depiction as the "effortless emanations
of women's very being."2 The notion that women's spinning, weaving,
sewing, soap and candle making, laundering, gardening and livestock tending,
cooking, canning, and childrearing were not really work eliminated the need
to explain why men still owned the right to such services. "[O]ne cannot
22
confiscate," Boydston notes tartly, "what does not exist." In other words,
the erasure of household work served to diffuse the tension between the
ideology of equality and persistence of male entitlements originally described
in the language of gender hierarchy.
Given the persistence of both the aspiration to gender equality and men's
traditional entitlement to household work, it should not surprise us that the
erasure of household work persists up to the present. Said one irate mother,
I get so sick of people asking me, "Do you work?" Of
course I work! I've got five children under ten - I work
twenty-four hours a day! But of course they mean, "Do you
work for pay, outside your home? Sometimes I hear myself
say, "No, I don't work," and I think, "That's a complete

lie!"22"
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It is a complete lie. The notion that mothers' family work is not "work" serves
to gloss over the fact that mothers at home not only care for the kids but also
clean the shirts. When a wife stays home full- or even part-time, her
husband's contributions to family work typically decrease. As a result,
husbands of homemakers earn more and get higher raises than similarly
educated men whose wives do no market work.22 But women at home
typically insist that they are there to pay "rich" attention to their children, not
to do the housework.229
I have found that when mothers quit their jobs, they often offer as their
reason that, "it just wasn't working": everyone was grumpy and rushed, there
never seemed to be anything clean to wear or anything for dinner, every
childhood illness created a family crisis of who would miss work. Note that
many of these things relate to family work. When a mother stays home
"because it just wasn't working," she avoids the increased levels of conflict
that occur in households where men are required to do significant amounts of
domestic work. Her husband receives the clean clothes, meals, and childcare
required to support his ability to perform as an ideal worker. This is the
contemporary version of domesticity's erasure of household work. It is a
strong influence on many women who stay home "to take more responsibility
for raising my children."23
Changes in the material conditions of motherhood. This sense that
mothers should have all the time in the world to give also reflects the material
conditions of motherhood under domesticity, notably men's withdrawal from
family work and a child services delivery system premised in significant part
on mothers at home. As noted above, with the rise of the market economy
men gradually withdrew from the family work they had performed before it.
After 1800, fathers lost their earlier role as the primary instructors of children,
and childrearing manuals ceased to be addressed to fathers.2"3' As early as
1842, a commentator lamented that fathers are "eager in the pursuit of
business, toil[] early and late, and find[] no time to fulfill ... duties to [their]
228. See LORRAINE DUSKY, STILL UNEQUAL 318 (1996). For a comparison of the
division of "family work" between spouses as a function of the woman's employment, full- or
part-time, see JOHN P. ROBINSON & GEOFFREY GODBEY, TIME FOR LIFE 104-05 (1997)

(concerning women's share of family work); ELLEN GALINSKY ET AL, THE CHANGING
48, 49, tbl. 24 (1993); JUDITH LORBER, PARADOXEs OF GENDER 163 (1994)
(presenting statistics on when women stay home).
229. Roberta Brandes Gratz & Elizabeth Pochoda, Women's Lib: So Where Do Men Fit
In, GLAMOUR, July 1970, at 118, 138 ("rich" attention used in a different context).
230. FALLOWS, supra note 53, at 27-28.
231. See Ruth H. Bloch, American Feminine Ideals in Transition: The Rise of the Moral
Mother 1785-1815, 4 FEMINIST STUD. 101, 113-114 (1978).
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children."23' 2 Whereas men in the eighteenth century had done much of the
shopping, in the nineteenth century that too became women's work; by the
twentieth century, shopping was a defining feature of femininity ("I live to
shop"). 3 By then, according to historian Ruth Schwartz Cowan, "Virtually
all the stereotypically male household occupations were eliminated by
technological and economic innovations."2
The withdrawal of men from family work meant that women had two
choices: they could either do it themselves or leave it undone. The sense that
mothers should have "all the time in the world to give" often reflects the very
practical point that many opportunities (notably lessons) and necessities
(notably medical appointments) still assume a level of parental availability
inconsistent with ideal-worker status. So do "volunteer" activities in
children's schools, which parents often feel are mandatory to establish
goodwill: a correlation exists between parental involvement and children's
school success.235 After-school programs represent a counter-trend to this
system of child services delivery through mothers, but in a society where twothirds of mothers of childbearing age still do not work full-time, full-year, this
unofficial system is unlikely to change soon. One upper-middle-class child in
Washington, D.C. awarded the Nobel Prize to:
My Mom Mary
Nobel Prize
For driving
Me in Circles
Again and again236
Many families affluent enough to do so will continue to dedicate their
resources to gaining access to the system of child services now delivered
mostly by mothers. This system places a significant burden on less affluent
families. Said a secretary, the mother of children aged ten and sixteen, "If you
can afford the cut in pay for the hours, the ideal situation would be to get
home when they get home from school, 3 p.m., so you can take them to ballet

232. KIMMEL, supra note 116, at 58.
233. BOYDSTON, supra note 83, at 103.
234. RUTH SCHWARTZ COWAN, MORE WORK FOR MOTHER 64 (1983).
235. The principals of both of my grade-school children have announced in parents'
meetings that studies show that children whose parents volunteer do better in school. When I
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and Boy Scouts."23 The alternative was for her children to miss Scouts and
dance class. The sense that childrearing demands a mother's presence
reflects, in part, the very practical point that children can miss out on
important learning and social opportunities if their mothers as well as their
fathers perform as ideal workers.
Domesticity's linkage of gender,class, and children'sneeds. Domesticity not only makes mothers the primary delivery system for services to
children; it also links access to middle-class status with conventional gender
roles. Domesticity from the beginning has been linked with class: it emerged
in the nineteenth century as a strategy by which the middle class differentiated
itself from the working class.23 Keeping an Angel in the Home cost money:
what made it possible was a middle-class salary. According to historian
Christine Stansell:
The middle class... was only emerging, an economically
ill-defined group, neither rich nor poor, just beginning in the
antebellum years to assert a distinct cultural identity.
Central to its self-conception was the ideology of domesticity, a set of sharp ideas and pronounced opinions about the
nature of a moral family life.239
Mothers stayed home both to signal class directly, for "ladies" did not
work, and to transmit middle-class status to their children.' This was part of
an important shift in the organization of class. Class typically was inherited
before the nineteenth century. So long as this remained true, upper-class
parents felt they could rely on servants to raise their young, because the
crucial education consisted of class-appropriate decorum.2" That, and money,
ensured that children would step into their parents' social position. With the
rise of the middle class, in sharp contrast, class status depended on parents'
ability to transmit skills, because each generation had to earn its living on its
own.242 This engendered the "fear of falling": the fear among middle-class
families that their children would not develop the self-discipline and skills
needed to gain personal access to middle-class life.243 Once parents felt it
their duty not only to train offspring in class-appropriate decorum but to pass
237.
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on the specific skills and attitudes necessary for middle-class life, they became
more reluctant to delegate child care to lower-status people who might not
share their values. 2 "
Thus arose the sense that mothers should care for their own children.
Prescriptive writers in the nineteenth century reconceptualized childrearing as
something requiring close attention; "the ability to attend personally to one's
children was one of the marks of a good mother., 24 Childcare became "the
central and most time-consuming family labor for most middle-class women
....
246 Prescriptive writers warned that constant vigilance was necessary
against potential physical dangers, and argued that mothers should be freed
from other demands in order to pay close attention to their children's
education and character development.247 By 1842, one French visitor found
that Americans gave children an importance he found "almost idolatrous."248
Underlying domesticity's romantic description of mothers selflessly
devoted to children's needs are class aspirations acknowledged today only in
accepted codes (parents want their children to be "successful" and "productive"). To quote Lillian Rubin, "professional middle-class parents . . .
assum[e] that their children are destined to do work like theirs - work that
calls for innovation, initiative, flexibility, creativity, sensitivity to others, and
a well-developed set of interpersonal skills .... ,249 Mothers stay home to
develop these skills in their children. Barbara Ehrenreich is one of the few
writers who recognize the link between gender roles and class formation:
The concern was expressed in various ways: 'I don't want
to miss the early years'; or 'I don't want to leave my
children with just anyone.' But the real issue was the old
middle-class dilemma of whether 'anyone' such as a
Jamaican housekeeper or a Hispanic day-care worker was
equipped to instill such middle-class virtues as concentration and intellectual discipline. For many young middleclass couples the choice was stark: Have the mother work
and risk retarding the child's intellectual development, or
have the mother stay home, build up the child's I.Q., and
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risk being unable to pay for a pricey nursery school or, later,
private college.250
"It is one thing to have children," Ehrenreich notes, "and another thing.., to
have children who will be disciplined enough to devote the first twenty or
thirty years of their lives to scaling the educational obstacles to a middle-class
career." 251 Much of what mothers do is designed to preserve and pass on what
has been called the family's social capital: their style of life, religious and
ethnic rituals, and social position.2 52
Today, the need for parental care is closely linked with the sense that
children need to "keep up" in an era of economic anxiety. This has produced
shifts in childrearing norms that have rarely been noted. A sharp shift
occurred between the generations of my mother (b. 1918) and mother-in-law
(b. 1923) and my own (b. 1952). Both my mothers - one affluent, one
working class - think my generation is truly odd because we focus so much
attention on our children.25 3 If one rereads the Mrs. Piggle-Wiggle books,
published in the late 1940s and early 1950s, one finds their attitudes fleshed
out. These charming children's books tell the story of Mrs. Piggle-Wiggle, an
expert at curing children of misbehavior." In the books, mothers focus on
getting invited to Mrs. Workbasket's Earnest Workers Club25 and having
clients to dinner in order to help their husband's careers;256 serving meals to
husbands who are cross if they are late;257 appeasing husbands to avoid having
them spank some sense into the children;25 making a chocolate cake;2 59
setting out petunias and zinnias, nursing cottage tulips and asters. 260 No
mother is ever shown playing with her children. Nor do children expect to be
entertained. They do an -endless stream of errands and chores for the adults
and they entertain themselves. 26' The children build a work bench in an old
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garden house where they proceed to establish a Neighborhood Children's Club
for the purpose of repairing and repainting bicycles and tinkering with other
machines.262 The children also were encouraged to form a Picnic Club.263
Only one child ever takes a lesson. 2 4
In the 1930s and 1940s, domestic workers were rarely hired for full-time
child care: "Generally, domestics 'looked out' for children during the day's
work," but the focus was on housework, not child care. 265 This is in sharp
contrast to current conditions, where child care workers typically are hired
with the understanding that they will fit in what housework they can after they
play with and generally attend to the children. "These kids," said one
acquaintance of the old school, "it's incredible. They have a real 'peel me a
grape' attitude." In the fifties and sixties, stay-at-home mothers thought their
job was to make a "nice home." 26 The notion that mothers' role was to
"entertain" children (as they would describe it) would have seemed as bizarre
as the contemporary notion of "floor time." Stanley Greenspan is a renowned
child psychiatrist who teaches at George Washington Medical School.
What Greenspan is saying is this: Spend at least thirty
minutes a day focusing exclusively on your child, and let
her take the lead. Tune in to her interests and feelings, and
march to her drummer. If she wants you to get down on all
fours and bark like a dog, do it. Participate in the action,
but don't control it - she's the director, and you're the
assistant director . . . . Floor time, writes Greenspan,
'creates the whole basis for security, trust, and self-worth
that a child will need from here on.'2 67
Greenspan's recommendation is for a half an hour of floor time per child per
day. Yet he admits that floor time was not part of his own childhood. "In
fact, Greenspan's mother used to tell him that he was such an easy, independent baby that she would leave him outside the house in a crib while she was
suspects that he actually
inside doing chores. In retrospect ... ' 2 Greenspan
6
'wasn't so tickled at being left alone.' 8
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While domesticity has long linked gender and class with children's
needs, this discussion demonstrates important shifts over time. Harriet
Beecher Stowe's household predated the conviction that children's future is
in peril unless they have the full-time attention of their mother. Even in the
era of Mrs. Piggle-Wiggle, mothers' focus still was more on "making a nice
home" than on floor time. Yet if the expectation that mothers will "keep
children challenged and stimulated" is relatively recent, the linkage of
mothercare with the fear of falling is nearly two centuries old. Greenspan's
"floor time" represents the end point of a process whose early stages are
documented by historian Mary Ryan in early nineteenth-century Utica (New
York), where mothers stayed home to ensure that their sons had the resources
to "get ahead." We have not come so far from the nineteenth-century sense
69
that mothercare is vital to the process of transmitting middle-class status.
C. CHOICE OR DISCRIMINATION?: GENDER AS A FORCE FIELD

I didn't make the world.
William Steig 7'
The past is never dead. It's not even past.
William Faulkner27
As Lillian Rubin has noted, only "a tiny minority of us ever are involved
in inventing our present, let alone our future."272 Most of us "struggle along
with received truths as well as received ways of being and doing."273 Indeed,
if every single person protested each and every constraint handed down to us,
our society would be rapidly immobilized. Hence it is not surprising that
women facing the constraints handed down by domesticity speak of having
made a "choice." But the fact that women have internalized these constraints
does not mean that they are consistent with our commitment to gender
equality.
A central message of this article is that mothers' marginalization reflects
not mere choice; it also reflects discrimination. Note that choice and
discrimination are not mutually exclusive. Choice concerns the everyday
process of making decisions within constraints. Discrimination involves a
269. See MARY P. RYAN, CRADLE OF THE MIDDLE CLASS: THE FAMILY IN ONEIDA
COUNTRY, NEW YORK, 1790-1865 (1981).
270.

271.

272.

273.
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value judgment that the constraints society imposes are inconsistent with its
commitment to equality.
Current discussions often confuse the relationship between choice and
discrimination by setting up a dichotomy between agency and constraint.
Those who stress constraint almost to the exclusion of agency (notably
Catharine MacKinnon) are pitted against those who stress agency while
glossing over the existence of powerful constraints (notably Katie Roiphe).
Clearing up this confusion requires a language that captures both the social
constraints within which people operate and the scope of agency they exercise
within those constraints.2 74
The most common existing language speaks of individuals making bad
choices due to false consciousness. The drawbacks of this approach include
its judgmental tone and the implication that some of us escape the social
structures that, to a greater or lesser extent, create all of us. The stark reality
is that we all have to function within society as we find it. Though we didn't
make the world, we have to make do with it.
What we need to do to function in the world as we know it is very
different from what we need to do to change it.275 Social critique requires a
language that keeps choice and constraint simultaneously in focus, and
highlights the way social structures help create the lives they shape. One
helpful model is Pierre Bourdieu's notion of "habitus - embodied history,
'
internalized as a second nature and so forgotten as history."276
My analysis of
A Mother's Work is meant to highlight "the active presence of the whole past"
in structuring our sense of what is desirable and feasible in the present.
Bourdieu offers a language that avoids the condescension of the "false
consciousness" formulation while capturing "the coincidence of the objective
structures and the internalized structures." 2' A subjective sense of authenticity and repose about one's "choices" may reflect no more than a decision to
bring one's life into alignment with the expectations and institutions of
domesticity.
"It just wasn't working." This formulation encodes as choice an
economy with work schedules and career tracks that assume one adult in
charge of caregiving and one ideal worker; men's felt entitlement to work
"success"; a sense that children need close parental attention. It encodes a
274. For an intelligent assessment of this literature, see Kathryn Abrams, Songs of
Innocence and Experience: Dominance Feminism in the University, 103 YALE L. REV. 1533
(1994).
275. Cf. CATHERINE MACKINNON, FEMINISM UNMODIFIED 16 (1987). My thanks to
Marcelle Rodriquez for helping me locate this quote.
276. PIERRE BouRDIEu, THE LOGIC OF PRACTICE 56 (Richard Nice trans. 1990).
277. Id. at 26.
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habitus structured by domesticity, with default modes that set up powerful
force fields pulling women back towards traditional gender roles. Women's
sense of relief when they give up trying to perform as ideal workers reflects
the fact that they no longer have to fight the stiff headwinds from domesticity.
They can go with the flow of domesticity's ideal worker/marginalized caregiver patterning. The force field imagery also explains why battles women
win over the politics of housework have to be refought over and over again:
without constant vigilance, people tend to get sucked back into the default
mode. "An institution, even an economy, is complete and fully viable only if
it is durably objectified not only in things, that is, in the logic ...of a
particular field, but also in bodies, in durable dispositions to recognize and
'
comply with the demands immanent in the field."278
Many women find that
ceding to the demands of domesticity is the only way to have their lives make
sense. This explains their sense of "choice." It also shows that choice
rhetoric is not evidence that the ideal-worker norm is consistent with equality
for women.
Domesticity's organization of market and family work leaves women
with two alternatives. They can perform as ideal workers without the flow of
family work and other privileges male ideal workers enjoy. That is not
equality. Or they can take dead-end mommy track jobs or "women's work."
That is not equality either. A system that allows only these two alternatives
is one that discriminates against women.
CONCLUSION

This section has sketched the contours of the gender system I have called
domesticity. We can see that some of the basic tenets of domesticity persist,
namely three sets of entitlements: the entitlement of employers to hire ideal
workers; for men to be ideal workers; and for children to have mothers whose
lives are framed around caregiving. Together, these three entitlements set up
a powerful force field that pulls fathers into the ideal-worker role and mothers
into lives framed around caregiving. Choice rhetoric serves to veil the
powerful mandates of domesticity in the language of self-fulfillment. In the
next section we turn from domesticity to the chief strategy feminists have used
to challenge it, to analyze how that strategy defined the problem and why it
failed.

278.

See id. at 58.
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FROM FULL-COMMODIFICATION TO RECONSTRUCTIVE FEMINISM

ISome kids at school calledyou afeminist,Morm, but I punched them out."
279
When I had children, Ifelt like feminism had abandonedme.
20

All feminism ever got us was more work. 1

The traditional feminist strategy for women's equality is for women to
work full-time, with child care delegated to the market. Economist Barbara
Bergmann has christened this the full-commodification strategy. Its most

279. Anna Quindlen, Let's Anita Hill This, N.Y. TIMES, Feb. 28, 1993, § 4 at 15 ("At the
meeting I attended one of the women said that the women's movement had been the guiding
force in her life until she had children, and then she'd felt abandoned by feminist rhetoric and
concerns.").
280. Steven A. Holmes, Is This What Women Want?, N.Y. TIMES, Dec., 15, 1996, § 4
at 1 (quoting Heidi Hartman: "That may be feeding some of the backlash against feminism
among some women .... People are saying that all feminism ever got us was more work.").
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influential exposition was in Betty Friedan's 1963 The Feminine Mystique,
" '
one of the most influential books of the twentieth century.28
This strategy proved extraordinarily effective in starting what Friedan
called a "sex-role revolution": whereas few mothers of young children were
in the labor force in the 1960s, most are today.2" 2 However, what is required
to start a revolution is often different from what is required to complete it.
This chapter critiques the full-commodification strategy from the standpoint
of another strain in feminist thought, which focuses on the devaluation of
work traditionally associated with women.
Friedan defended the full-commodification model by depicting
housewifery as virtually a human rights violation, culminating in her famous
analogy to a concentration camp. 3 In the popular imagination, feminism still
is linked with the glorification of market work and the devaluation of family
work. This leaves many women confused once they have children. When
they feel the lure and importance of family work, they are left with the sense
that feminism has abandoned them. Mothers who frame their lives around
caregiving may feel that feminism contributes to their defensiveness at being
a part-time real estate agent or "just a housewife."
Another challenge for feminism is the sense that "all feminism ever got
us was more work." This reflects the situation that has resulted because the
full-commodification model did not go far enough in deconstructing
domesticity. This model glossed over the fact that men's market work always
has been, and still is, supported by a flow of family work from women.
Because women do not enjoy the same flow of family work from men,
allowing women to perform as ideal workers means that most must do so
without the family work that supports male ideal workers. This leaves most
women going off to work only to return home to the second shift, leaving
many women feeling distinctly overburdened and skeptical of feminism.
These forces have exacerbated the unpopularity of feminism among
many Americans. "Don't use the word," warned a publisher, "You'll lose half
your audience."284 A 1998 Time/CNN survey found that only about onequarter of U.S. women identify as feminists, down from one-third in 1989;
only 28% of those surveyed saw feminism as relevant to them personally. A
common rejoinder is that a "feminist majority" supports programs such as
281.
FRIEDAN, supra note 76; Barbara Bergmann, The Only Ticket to Equality, 9 J.
CONTEMP. LEGAL ISSUES 75 (1998).
282. See id. at 392 (sex-role revolution); JuLLA KIRK BLACKWELDER, Now HIRING: THE
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participation).
283. See FRIEDAN, supra note 76, at 282.
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equal pay for equal work. However, the sharp disparity between support for
feminist programs and support for "feminism" reinforces the sense that
feminism is not a beckoning rhetoric.2" 5
In part feminism's unpopularity reflects only that it is, inevitably and
appropriately, inconsistent with femininity's demands for compliant and
reassuring women rather than "strident" and "ball-busting" ones. The high
levels of unpopularity, however, are tied as well to the specific inheritance of
the full-commodification model. This section explains how and argues for a
mid-course correction. Feminists need to abandon the full-commodification
model in favor of a reconstructive feminism that pins hopes for women's
equality on a restructuring of market work and family entitlements. Instead
of defining equality as allowing women into market work on the terms
traditionally available to men, we need to redefine equality as changing the
relationship of market and family work so that all adults - men as well as
women - can meet both family and work ideals. This new strategy holds far
greater potential for raising support for feminism by building effective
coalitions, between women and men, as well as with unions, the "time
movement," and children's rights advocates.
A. THE ORIGIN OF THE FULL-COMMODIFICATION STRATEGY: WHY ACCESS TO
MARKET WORK SEEMED SO IMPORTANT

We have so arrangedlife, that a man may have a home andfamily, love,
companionship, domesticity, andfatherhood,yet remain an active citizen of
age and country. We have so arrangedlife, on the other hand, that a woman
must 'choose'; must either live alone, unloved, uncompanioned, uncaredfor,
homeless, childless,with herwork in the workfor sole consolation; or give up
all world-servicefor the joys of love, motherhood, and domestic service.
Charlotte Perkins Gilman (1906)286
She does not have to choose between marriageand career; that was the
mistaken choice of thefeminine mystique.
27
Betty Friedan 1

285.

See Ginia Bellafante, Feminism: It's All About Me!, TIME, June 29, 1998, at 54.
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The first task is to examine the full-commodification model in its initial
context in order to appreciate why it made sense to Friedan in 1963. Access
to market work was not a key agenda for women's rights advocates in the first
half of the nineteenth century. Advocates focused instead on gaining
entitlements for women based on their family roles."' It was only after the
Civil War that feminists began to focus on equal access to market work as the
key to women's equality.' 9 Indeed feminists from other countries often have
a hard time understanding U.S. feminists' obsession with market work. 9°
Why did it take on such profound importance?
Feminists' emphasis on market work reflects the freighted quality of
work roles in the twentieth century. In prior eras, privileged women did not
need market work to maintain their social position. In the eighteenth century
status was tied not to work roles but to class: privileged women enjoyed high
levels of deference and respected social roles by virtue of their membership
in the elite. This tradition of social deference gradually ended in the
nineteenth century, but by then privileged women had begun to transform their
accepted role as the moral beacons of the home into leadership roles within
their communities. Women joined clubs, societies, and associations that took
active leadership roles in many communities, and engaged in activities that
subsequently have turned into consumer, welfare and environmental activism
and social work. Through the female moral reform and temperance movements, women began to challenge traditional male privileges, notably the
sexual double standard and the traditional right of a man to "correct" his
wife.29 ' The "age of association" offered huge numbers of women interesting
work and a respected role in their communities.2
As the twentieth century progressed, the work formerly performed by
married women in associations gradually was professionalized and taken over
by men, and the Woman's Christian Temperance Union and like organizations
ceased to be sources of status and became objects of derision. People began
to place in work the hopes for vocation and self-fulfillment that earlier eras
had reserved for religion. With increases in mobility and new patterns of
288.
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social isolation, work often represented people's chief social role and the
center of their social life. By mid-century, for all but a tiny group of the very
rich, social status was determined by work roles. Arlie Hochschild argues in
her most recent book, The Time Bind, that today work has become the center
293
of workers' social and emotional as well as their economic lives. Work also
provides the key to most social roles involving authority and responsibility
even when those roles do not stem directly from the market.
Friedan's emphasis on market work reflects not only the end of the era
of association, but also the withering of respect for women's domestic role.
The Feminine Mystique reflects housewives' lack of status by the 1960s.
2
"What do I do?... Why nothing. I'm just a housewife," quotes Friedan. '
In a world where adult "success" was defined by work, housewives lost a
sense of self. "I begin to feel I have no personality. I'm a server of food and
a putter-on of pants and a bedmaker, somebody who can be called on when
296 Friedan
you want something. But who am IT '29 "I just don't feel alive."
concludes: "A woman who has no purpose of her own in society, a woman
who cannot let herself think about the future because she is doing nothing to
give herself a real identity in it, will continue to feel a desperation in the
present."'297 "You can't just deny your intelligent mind; you need to be part
of the social scheme."29 To a nineteenth century Moral Mother, the notion
that she played no part in the social scheme would have seemed bizarre.
Meanwhile, increasingly misogynist attacks on housewives at midcentury were linked with the anxiety produced by the changing roles of men.
Books such as David Reisman's 1950 The Lonely Crowd and William
Whyte's 1956 The OrganizationMan reflected widespread fears that men,
formerly manly and inner-directed, were becoming feminized and outerdirected by the lock-step of corporate life. Said Reisman, "Some of the
occupational and cultural boundaries have broken down which help men rest
assured that they are men." 2' Whyte and Reisman painted a picture of "outerdirected" men eager for approval.3 "0 They reflected men's sense of an
imagined past where men had independence and autonomy. Men's sense of
loss was exacerbated by their loss of patriarchal authority over children, as a
293. HOCHSCHILD, supra note 172, at 35-52.
294. NEWSWEEK, Mar. 7, 1960, cited in FRIEDAN, supra note 76, at 24.
295. FRIEDAN, supra note 76, at 21.
296. Id. at 22.
297. Id. at 343-44.
298. Id. at 344.
299. WINI BREINES, YOUNG, WHITE, AND MISERABLE: GROWING UP FEMALE IN THE
FiFrEs 28-29 (1992).
300. Id.
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result of the growing importance of peer influence attributable to the rise of
mass consumer culture and the spread of secondary schools."' Cartoons,
films, and studies abounded with imagery of henpecked men unable to stand
up to domineering wives . m The Moral Mother had become the domineering
housewife.
Friedan's belittlement of housewives was an ingenious use of misogynist
stereotyping in the cause of women's liberation.30 3 She deployed misogynist
images of women as evidence that the breadwinner/housewife model hurt not
only women, but their families as well. She skillfully turned the literature
attacking housewives into evidence in favor of the need to eliminate the
housewife role. She argued, first, that housewifery frustrated women so much
that they made their husbands' lives a misery. 3' To these arguments Friedan
added a deadpan public health perspective: "The problem that has no name.
. is taking a far greater toll on the physical and mental health of our country
than any known disease." 305
In summary, the full-commodification strategy arose in a social context
where work roles determined social status and personal fulfillment to an
extent they never had before. Access to market work seemed particularly
important because the only accepted alternative, the housewife role, had lost
the cultural power it had enjoyed during the nineteenth century, and became
the object of misogynist attack. Ironically, the cultural devaluation of
housewives ultimately came to be associated not with misogyny but with
feminism. As will be seen later, this stemmed in part from events that
occurred after Friedan had ceased to dominate the feminist scene.
1. Friedan StrategicallyDownplayed the ChangesNecessary to Incorporate Mothers into the Workforce
Friedan's goal was to start a "sex-role revolution.""a°6 To accomplish
this, she had to downplay the changes necessary to incorporate mothers into
market work. First, she minimized the difficulty of finding a responsible job
after a period out of the workforce. She pointed to the suburban housewife
who found "an excellent job in her old field after only two trips to the city."'
"In Westchester, on Long Island, in the Philadelphia suburbs," she continued
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breezily, "women have started mental-health clinics, art centers, day camps.
In big cities and small towns, women all the way from New England to
California have pioneered new movements in politics and education. Even if
this work was not thought of as a 'job' or 'career,' it was often so important
that professionals are now being paid for doing it."3 8 "Over and over," she
continued, "women told me that the crucial step for them was simply to take
the first trip to the alumnae employment agency, or to send for the application
for teacher certification, or to make appointments with former job contacts in
the city." 3" The only thing women had to fear, Friedan implied, was fear
itself.
She also minimized the question of who would take care of the children.
"There are, of course, a number of practical problems involved in making a
serious career commitment. But somehow those problems only seem
insurmountable when a woman is still half-submerged in the false dilemmas
and guilts of the feminine mystique."3 ' Friedan criticized one woman willing
to accept only volunteer jobs without deadlines because she could not count
on getting them completed. "Actually," Friedan tells us, "if she had hired a
cleaning woman, which many of her neighbors were doing for much less
reason, she would have had to commit herself to the kind of assignments that
would have been a real test of her ability." '' Would a "cleaning woman"
really have solved this family's child care problems? Typically such workers
come just once a week.
This was one of the rare moments where Friedan mentioned household
help. Her erasure of women's household work was strategic, for she knew full
well what was required for a wife and mother to go back to work. When she
returned to work in 1955, she hired "a really good mother-substitute - a
housekeeper-nurse."3"' However, she carefully evaded this threatening issue
in The FeministMystique. It soon returned to haunt women.
Friedan's evasion of these difficult issues was understandable, and
probably necessary, at the time she wrote The Feminine Mystique. If she had
demanded that husbands give up their traditional entitlement to their wives'
services, husbands simply would have forbidden their wives to work. If she
had admitted the difficult obstacles mothers would face in a work world
designed for men, her revolution would never have gotten off the ground. To
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give Friedan her due, she did reopen each of these questions as soon as she
felt she could. By 1973, she was demanding that men share equally in family
work, a theme she had mentioned, but downplayed eleven years earlier. 13 She
also argued that it was "necessary to change the rules of the game to
restructure professions, marriage, the family, the home. 3,3 4 Finally, in 1981,
Friedan picked up a theme she had not stressed twenty years before: that our
society devalues work traditionally associated with women. In her controversial The Second Stage, Friedan bent over backwards to send the message that
she was no longer belittling family work, and demanded that work be
restructured around its requirements.3" 5
By this time, however, Friedan was no longer in control of the conversation she had helped create. Popular feminism fossilized into the fullcommodification strategy and stayed there. Some feminists engaged in frontal
attacks on homemaking, as in Jessie Bernard's statement that "being a
housewife makes women sick." 3 6 That statement was repeated almost
verbatim a quarter century later in Rosalind C. Barnett and Caryl Rivers' She
Works/He Works, which asserted in 1996 that, mommy-tracking "will actually
harm a woman's health." 3 7 She Works/He Works dramatizes the extent to
which popular feminism remains stuck in the full-commodification model. It
reports that women are now happy and healthy in the workforce, men are
helping at home, and children are better off than ever in day care. It glosses
over the pervasive marginalization of mothers, the widespread sense of strain
among parents of both sexes, and the central fact that mothers' entrance into
the labor force has not been accompanied by fathers' equal participation in
family work.
In fact, the drawbacks of the full-commodification model became evident
as early as the 1970s. Some drawbacks concern its hidden racial and class
dynamics: these are so complex and important they are discussed in detail in
another article.3"' Other dynamics became apparent much earlier. One way
to trace the dawning recognition of these drawbacks is through stories in
women's magazines in the 1970s through the 1990s. Glamourand McCall's
are most useful for this purpose.
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Articles in the 1970s showed great excitement about the prospect of
going to work, and remind us what a big step it was to take even a part-time
job for little money. "I got the check from Glamourand bought some schoolmarm clothes. For the first time since we'd been married, I didn't feel guilty
spending money on myself."'3 19 "A very striking conclusion to come out of the
questionnaire is that six out of ten women who work believe that what suffers
most ... is the quality of their housekeeping, but their letters are eloquent
testimony that their most frequent reaction is, 'So what!"' 3 20 This article
discussed the excitement of market work and the challenges of combining this
new role with their existing work load: "I don't think you have to make a
choice. I never felt I had to compromise my femininity to continue my work
...It makes perfect sense to me to move from one area to another (i.e. home
to office). In one day, I pick a fabric for a chair, arrange a party, sign a
business deal, pay bills and give rich attention to my husband and children. 32'
Other articles are more realistic but still upbeat: "There is a whole generation
of liberated young women who are quietly putting the ideals of revolution into
practice, combining marriage, motherhood, and a master's degree, cooking
and career. . .Combining the two is far from an easy task. It is not an
impossible dream but it takes hard work. The trick is in learning how; the art
is in doing it well."'32 This was the era of the Enjoli perfume ad: "I can bring
home the bacon, fry it in a pan. And never, never, never let you forget you're
a man. 323 A TV jingle declared:
I can put the wash on the line,
feed the kids, get dressed, pass out the kisses
to nine
And get to work by five
324
wo-man
a
I'm
'Cause
By 1975, one begins to hear of "casualties." "For more than two years,
Ms. Chechik ran her own interior design boutique. Being mother, wife,
homemaker and career woman had.., exhausted her physically and mentally.
... She explained that by the time she finished all her housework, it was one
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or two in the morning 'and I was so hyper I couldn't sleep.' When she began
breaking out in hives, [she] decided that something had to go: it was the
boutique.""32 Men also awoke to the implications of the new trends: "My
husband doesn't mind my working, but he won't help me. He says when I
can't do my own work then I'll have to quit. So naturally I don't ask him to
do anything for me." '26 Said one husband, "Now it's all very fine to agree that
today's women should have more rights, but whom do they think they are
going to get them from? From me, that's who .... Well, I don't have enough
rights as it is."32
Articles in the 1980s show the dawning recognition that entering the
workforce without changing the conditions of work resulted in longer working
hours for women. The term "superwoman" (coined in early 1980s) emerged
to blame the situation on women themselves. The term deflected attention
away from the fact that women were forced to do it all because men would not
give up their traditional entitlement to women's household work.
Many older women's attitude towards feminism still stems from this
period. My son's nursery school principal reflected this image when she
asked, with some satisfaction, as I struggled with carpools and logistics, "It's
not so easy to combine being a mother with a full-time career, is it?" I replied,
"It's not so easy being 'just' a mother either. It involves important work, and
a lot of it." This reply blunted her implied criticism that feminism devalues
women's family work. "Yes," she said, "when the women's lib people came
along, those of us who had stayed home realized we had a lot of skills."
Note how she moved from an attack on feminism to an acknowledgment
of feminists' role in revaluing domestic work, but only under prodding. Her
first response had been to associate feminism with the belittlement of family
work. The same instinct persists in the popular press. The following is from
Anne Roiphe, whose daughter Katie later made her name as a writer by
attacking the notion of date rape.
In the early days of the [feminist] movement we thought we
could do without [families]. Then we created a model of
equality that left children waiting at the window for someone to come home. Then we floundered and demanded day
care and deprived women who wanted to watch their twoyear-olds pound pegs into holes of their earnest desire. We
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woke up to discover that our goal of equality had created a
generation of gray flannel suits who played tennis to win
and could tell you all about IRAs and CDs and nothing
about Wynken, Blynken, and Nod.328
In the popular imagination, feminism came to be associated with careerists
whose model of equality married them to money rather than to caregiving.
Thus, to Deborah Fallows, "the feminist movement seemed mainly to
celebrate those heroines who had made their mark in business, politics, or the
arts; and magazines like Working Mother tried to say it was all pointless
anyway, since working makes for better mothers and stronger children. 3 29
Fallows bristled when she heard Gloria Steinem on the radio decrying the
"narrow and stifled" lives of women at home.3" "The feminists may officially
say that 'choice' is at the top of their agenda for women. But there are too
many hints and innuendos that suggest that this talk comes fairly cheap. 33'
If the first liability of the full-commodification model is its devaluation
of family work, the second was its denial that structural changes were
necessary in order for women to reach equality. Women's entrance into the
workforce without changes to either the structure of market work or the
gendered allocation of family work means that women with full-time jobs
work much longer hours than women at home.332 Although it made perfect
sense for Friedan to argue in 1963 that women should join the workforce
without waiting for changes from their husbands, their employers, or the
government, it quickly became apparent that "having it all" under these
circumstances often leads to exhausted women doing it all.
"Feminists have long fought for day-care and family-leave programs, but
they still tend to be blamed for the work-family conundrum," observed
feminist writer Wendy Kaminer. 333 A Redbook survey in the mid-1990s found
that nearly 40% of women surveyed said that feminism had made work/family
conflict worse, while another 32% felt it made "no difference." 334 Said a trade
unionist writing in The Nation in 1996, "By the mid- to late eighties, younger
women no longer praised the [feminist] movement for giving them access to
jobs, but blamed 'feminists' for longer hours and job insecurity. As one tired
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machinist put it, 'Before the women's movement we did the housework and
the men took out the trash. But since we were liberated they don't take out the
trash anymore."' 335 When women were asked to select the most important
goal for the women's movement in 1989, a Time/CNN poll rated "helping
women balance work and family" at the top of their list; the second was
"getting government funding for programs such as child care and maternity
leave."336 One stressed-out mother of two asked Gloria Steinem, "Why didn't
you tell us that it was going to be like this?" Steinem replied: "Well, we
'
didn't know."337
In The Superwoman Squeeze in 1980, Newsweek spotted the syndrome
Arlie Hochschild named the "second shift" nine years later.33' That article
painted a picture of "an eighteen-hour mother" who works incessantly from
sunup to midnight, while her husband "occasionally helps clean up or puts the
boys to bed. But for the most part, Jim reads in the living room while Sue
vacuums, does late-night grocery shopping, grades papers from 9 p.m. to 11
'
p.m. and collapses."339
Newsweek documents the "guilt, the goals, and the goit-alone grind [that] have become achingly familiar to millions of American
women."' "Now we get the jobs all right," said one woman, "all the jobs
at home, with the kids and at work."34 '
In her brilliant 1989 The Second Shift, Arlie Hochschild sought to
transform work/family conflict from being evidence against feminism into
proof of the need for more of it. She argued that men were enjoying the
benefits of wives' salaries, but refused to share equally in household work.
Through carefully constructed narratives, she communicated the message that
women's failure to perform as ideal workers was attributable in significant
part to their husbands' failure to shoulder their fair share of family work.' 2
Hochschild crystallized an important change. Once husbands lost their
feeling of entitlement to have women do all the housework, the revised
-
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standard version of the full-commodification model stressed the need to
reallocate household work. This was a shift in focus away from early
feminists' reliance on the government, as they envisioned day care centers as
common, and as free, as public libraries. Thus, the only solution Hochschild
considered in the first edition of her bestseller was a redistribution of family
work between fathers and mothers. 3
Hochschild preserved another key element of the full-commodification
strategy: its focus on relatively privileged women. Five of her eight basic
narratives were of privileged women. Hochschild made it clear that she
believed full-time careers are the goal, without giving much thought to the fact
that most working-class women tend to have jobs, not careers. She also
assumed that child care should be delegated to the market without much
thought about what this solution means for women who cannot afford quality
child care."
Finally, she assumed that women should be ready, willing, and able to
delegate child care to the same extent that male ideal workers do. This proved
the most problematic assumption of all.
B. THE NORM OF PARENTAL CARE

Every day I leave my kids at day care, I think to myself.What kind of a
mother am I? It's like I'm not raisingmy own children.
A working mother" 5
The biggest problem as I see itfor both men and women [lawyers] is
how to balance children in a large-firm environment. I plan to go part-time
when I have a child, and I hate the idea. If thefirm had a 24-hourday care or
nursery, I would not work part-time - I would stayfull-time. Obviously, even
this is no solution: kids can't grow up in a day care center.
An associate in a law firm"
A central assumption of the full-commodification model was that women
would feel comfortable delegating family work to the market to the same
extent traditional fathers had. Many don't. Recall the young officer,
discussed earlier, who didn't want her children "raised by strangers."347
343. See id. at 257-78.
344. See id. at 266-70.
345. RUBIN,supra note 51, at 79.
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Lillian Rubin comments, "The notion that mom should be there for the
children always and without fail, that her primary job is to tend and nurture
them, that without her constant ministrations their future is in jeopardy, is
deeply embedded in our national psyche."34 Mothers who do not stay home
often find themselves wondering "What kind of a mother am I?" Sometimes
this manifests as explicit gender policing: an extreme example is the hate mail
received by the Boston family whose nanny killed their son?4 9 Note that the
mother "at fault" only worked part-time.350
Two-thirds of Americans believe it would be best for women to stay
home and care for family and children.35 1 In significant part, this reflects the
paucity of attractive alternatives. In European countries, the shift of mothers
into the workforce was supported through government benefits. In Russia and
Eastern Europe, programs included maternity leave with guaranteed
3 52
reemployment, sick leave, and paid time off for child care and housework.
In Western Europe, high-quality government-provided or -subsidized child
care is often provided at the neighborhood level. In France, an extensive
system of neighborhood childcare centers exists throughout the country,
staffed by trained teachers and psychologists, with ready access to medical
personnel, so that children's illnesses are both spotted and treated at the
center.3 53 Parents fight to get their children in, with the sense that being in
child care helps children develop social skills.3 In Belgium and France an
estimated 95% of nursery school age children are in publicly funded child
35 6
care. 35 Sweden also has a comprehensive system of quality child care.
In the U.S., feminists' dream that day care facilities would be as common
as public libraries never came true. In 1971, when Congress passed a
Comprehensive Child Development Act, President Nixon vetoed it under
pressure from an intense lobbying campaign that decried the proposal as "a
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radical piece of social legislation" designed to deliver children to "communal
'
approaches to child-rearing over and against the family-centered approach."357
A 1975 proposal was also defeated, decried as an effort to "[s]ovietize the
family." 358 As a result, the U.S. offers less governmental support for child
care than does any other industrialized nation.359 The successful efforts to
defeat the kinds of proposals implemented in Europe dramatizes how
profoundly U.S. women have been affected by Americans' distinctive lack of
solidarity.
As a result, the imagery and the reality of day care differs here than
elsewhere. Where child care is prevalent and government-sponsored, it is seen
as an expression of social solidarity and national investment in the next
generation. In sharp contrast, in the United States, day care is seen as an
expression of the market. These perceptions are accurate in part. In countries
with significant government support for child care, notably France, child care
workers are well-paid civil servants with steady and respected employment.
Child care in the U.S., in sharp contrast, suffers from very low wages and very
high turnover.3" One child care worker of my acquaintance works for Head
Start; after 14 years and several promotions, she now earns about $14,000 a
year. At these pay rates, high rates of turnover are not surprising. Nor is it
surprising that many Americans have a negative image of day care centers.
While many centers are excellent, market realities militate against quality
child care in the U.S.
Day care in the U.S. also suffers from imagery and symbolism derived
from domesticity. Recall the insistent split between home and market. As
discussed earlier, domesticity from the beginning provided very negative
images of the market. If economics encapsulates our positive imagery of the
market as the benign deliverer of quality goods to satisfied customers,
domesticity encapsulates our negative imagery of the market as a "selfish and
calculating world" out of touch with people's needs for genuine intimacy.
Throwing child care into this metaphoric maelstrom in a society without a
third realm of social solidarity results in a predictable revulsion against market
solutions. Some people preserve the negative market imagery for day care
centers, and contrast it with their chosen form of care. Despite the shift of
child care into the market, today most Americans choose child care that is as
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home-like as they can manage. Keep in mind that one-fourth of mothers of
childbearing age are home full-time.3"6' Most children not cared for by their
mothers are cared for by another relative: care by relatives (typically fathers
or grandmothers) accounts for nearly 50% of all children in child care.3 62
Another 22% are cared for by nannies in their own homes, or in the homes of
their sitters, in the arrangement with the reassuring name of "family care. 363
All in all, apart from the families where mothers are at home,3 4 about 70% of
children are in care associated with home or family. Only about 30% of
children in child care are in day care centers.365
As always, the material and the metaphoric feed off each other. When
mothers quit market work for lack of suitable child care, the paucity of good
alternatives gets encoded as mothers' "preference" to care for children at
home.366 As discussed earlier, the material conditions of motherhood in a
society that delivers child services primarily through mothers becomes
evidence of mothers' choice to stay home. This in turn gets encoded in
negative market imagery of day care - as in Fallows' book - and is not
counterbalanced by alternative imagery of day care as a place where children
receive professional services and develop social skills in ways they cannot in
an isolated home setting.
A second major force feeding the resistance to day care as a solution is
the sharp increase in the work week. Juliet Schor, in The Overworked
American, documented that Americans' average work weeks have increased
in recent years.36 Increases are concentrated in "good" jobs with a high
benefits "load," which include high-paying blue.collar jobs as well as many
high-status white-collar jobs. Factory workers in 1994 put in the highest
levels of overtime ever registered. Nearly one-fourth of office workers now
work forty-nine or more hours a week.3 68 A survey of Fortune 500 corporations in the 1970s found that many managers worked sixty hours a week or
more, excluding business travel. They would leave home at 7:30 a.m. and
return home about the same time that evening. They would also bring home
361. See URETA CENSUS DATA, supra note 7.
362. Dr. Jan Allen, Press Release from University of Tennessee News Center (last visited
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a few hours of work each day.369 This has not changed much. As noted
above, one-third of fathers work forty-nine or more hours a week; in highstatus white-collar jobs the percentage is closer to 50%.370 Said one forty-one
year-old public relations officer in a major corporation: "I can't imagine
having a baby, which I want to do, and still keeping this job. All corporate
jobs are like this - you're valued according to the long hours you are willing
to put in, and the schedule is so rigid that anyone who wants to do it
differently has to leave." '' Schor notes, "The 5:00 Dads of the 1950s and
1960s (those who were home for dinner and an evening with the family) are
'
The increase in hours means that an
becoming an endangered species."372
ideal worker with a half-hour commute to a "good" job often will be away
from home from 8:00 a.m. to 7:00 p.m. Very few people would consider this
an ideal schedule for both parents in a family with children. The result is often
that, among people with access to "good" jobs, fathers work overtime while
mothers work part-time or on the no overtime mommy track. Families see
little choice. "Kids can't grow up in a day care center."373 Few parents would
disagree.
The forces named thus far - the lack of social solidarity and the sharp
increase in working hours - are peculiar to the U.S. However, data from
Sweden raise intriguing questions about whether the full-commodification
model is viable even where these peculiarly American conditions do not exist.
Sweden has implemented the full-commodification model with a level
of commitment higher than virtually anyplace else in the world. As a result
of a severe labor shortage in a country with no self-consciousness about
crafting governmental solutions to social problems, Sweden encouraged
workforce participation by mothers by providing child care as well as
generous parental leaves available to either parent, accompanied by conscious
government efforts to increase men's participation in family work.
The result has not been equality for women. Swedish mothers still
marginalize in order to care for children. As of 1986,43% of working women
were employed part-time.374 Women continued to do a disproportionate share
of family work and took fifty-two days of leave for every day taken by a
man. 375 Industrial workers were much less likely to take parental leave than
369. See id.
370. See Peter T. Kilbom, Overtime Is Money, but GM Assembly Workers Say They've
Had Enough, N.Y. TIMES, Nov. 22, 1994, at A16.
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were professional and public employees.37 6 Sweden's level of sex segregation
is higher than even our own very high level: one study concluded that 70% of
all women would have to change occupations for women to achieve the same
occupational distribution as men. Swedish women earn only 37% of the
country's total wages.377
These findings place the full-commodification strategy in a somber light.
The Swedish example suggests that many people in advanced industrialized
countries feel that having both parents working the ideal worker schedule is
inconsistent with the level and type of parental attention children need. This
reflects the fact that children's success in these middle-class societies depends
in part, on the parents' ability to instill the discipline, motivation, and
independence necessary to succeed in middle-class life.
To say this in a less clinical way, one key to success in life is having
your children turn out well: healthy, well-adjusted, secure, successful (in
widely varying senses of the word). People are willing to give up a lot to
achieve this; often we do. In the face of our dreams for our children,
marginalization at work often seems a price worth paying even if it may lead
to disappointments or to economic vulnerability later in life.
All this suggests that it is time to acknowledge the norm of parental
care. Let me say loud and clear that this is not the same as saying that
children need full-time mothercare. Domesticity's mother-as-sole-source
supplier ideal is not ideal at all. Its most important drawback is that it links
caregiving with disempowerment. Not only does this make children
vulnerable to impoverishment if their parents divorce; it also means that the
adults who know our children best and are most invested in meeting their
needs have relatively little power within the household and outside of it.
Sociological studies since the 1960s have documented that power within the
378
family generally tracks power outside it.

Its second drawback is that, where the mother's personality is not an easy
fit with that of a particular child, that child is offered very little opportunity
to develop relationships with other adults with whom s/he may have more
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natural rapport. Childhood expert T. Berry Brazleton suggests this is a
common occurrence. He describes the difficulties of one mother in relating
to her quiet and somewhat unexpressive child, noting that the father had better
rapport.. "Laura's quietness continues to be a drain on Mrs. King... Mr. King
sees this quietness for what it is, a gentle personality who looks and listens
'
Laura brightened
rather than using activity as a communication system."379
month old. But
a
than
less
she
was
when
voice
father's
of
her
at the sound
Mrs. King - "daunted," "in tears," "embarrassed" by Laura's inexpressiveness - did most of the caregiving. When she became pregnant again, "she
hoped sincerely for an active boy."3 °
A third drawback of the mother as sole-source supplier model is that the
tasks required to make a household run today may not mix well with quality
child care. Deborah Fallows provides an example:
I had packed up both children and was headed out the door
when my husband, who by then had left the government and
was working at home, asked, "Where are you going?" "To
Sears, to get some hooks for the closet.. ." We went out
prepared for everything - back-up clothes for the baby,
cookies for the three-year-old, extra diapers, extra wipes,
strollers, umbrellas, damp cloths, plastic bags. When we got
to the parking lot, I nursed Tad in the car to stop his crying
while Tommy ate cookies. Tad relaxed after a bout of
diarrhea, and I changed him form top to toe. By then, the
wet summer heat was building. We were all sticky and
irritable. I was sweating, feeling nauseated. Before we could
make it out of the car, a thunderstorm let loose and we were
trapped. More nursing, more cookies, more changing. The
storm tapered off to a gentle rain, which we finally braved
to get into the store. Of course they didn't even have the
hooks I was looking for.3 '
Any parent who has struggled with a cranky baby in the supermarket or has
woken a sick or sleepy child to drive an older sibling to a lesson knows that
children are not always well served by the mother-as-sole-source supplier
model.
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While Friedan was right to reject that model, the time has come to
abandon the fiction that both mothers and fathers can perform as ideal workers
in a system designed for men supported by a flow of family work from
women. We need to open a debate on how much parental care children truly
need given the trade-offs between providing money and providing care. A
good place to start is with the consensus that children are not best served if
both parents are away from home eleven hours a day. This means that the
jobs that require fifty-hour work weeks are designed in a way that conflicts
with the norm of parental care.
Beyond the fifty-hour week, little consensus exists about how much
childcare is delegable. However, once feminists name and acknowledge the
norm of parental care, discussions of how much delegation is too much will
replace conversations in which mothers protest that they "chose" to cut back
or quit when further investigation reveals that they did so because they could
not find quality child care, or because the father works such long hours that
without a marginalized mother the children would rarely see a parent awake.
A formal acknowledgment of the norm of parental care will serve a
second important purpose as well; to empower mothers in situations where
their partners meet demands for equal contributions to family work by
claiming that virtually all childcare is delegable. This dynamic does not
emerge when mothers marginalize without a fuss: then the conclusion that not
all child care is delegable typically is treated as a matter of consensus. When
mothers refuse to follow docilely in domesticity's caregiver role, however, a
game of "chicken out" emerges in which fathers advocate higher levels of
delegation than mothers consider appropriate. The classic example is of the
high-status father who advocates hiring two sets of nannies to give sixteen
hours of coverage so that no one's career is hurt. Or the father who suggested
that his wife hire a babysitter to care for the children during a weekend when
he had promised to be available so she could take a long-planned trip. One
ambitious father expressed it this way: "Over-involvement with children may
operate to discourage many fathers from fully sharing because they do not
accept the ideology of close attention to children. 31 2 Until this "ideology" is
formally stated and publicly defended, mothers will have their decisions to
marginalize cited as evidence of their own personal priorities (for which they
should naturally be willing to make trade-offs) rather than an expression of a
societal ideal (for which parents share equal responsibility).
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Naming and acknowledging the norm of parental care can help poor
women as well as more privileged ones. One central difficulty in the "welfare
reform" debate is the lack of a language in which to defend the right of poor
women to stay home with their children, in a society where the childcare
available to them is often not only unstimulating, but downright unsafe. As
will be discussed at greater length in my forthcoming book, it is hard to defend
poor women's right to stay home in a society where a much higher percentage
of poor than of working-class women are homemakers: about 33% of poor
33
women are at home, but only about 20% of working-class ones. 1 This
situation is bound to generate working-class anger. Naming the norm of
parental care is not enough to change the dynamics of the welfare debate; that
will require a social system where working-class as well as poor children are
seen as being entitled to a certain amount of parental care. However,
acknowledging the existence of a norm of parental care is an important first
step.
Defining the norm of parental care starts from an assessment of
children's needs, and then splits the resulting responsibilities down the
middle. In such a world, mothers' work patterns would look much more
similar to fathers'. Consider the following example. Say the parents of
elementary school children decided that one parent needs to be home two days
a week, to drive the children to doctor and dentist appointments, to enable
them to take lessons not available in the after-school program, to help with
homework, or to allow for play dates. Then the father and the mother would
both work four days each week, and half a day or not at all the fifth. This
would be much easier for an employer to accommodate than if the mother
comes in alone demanding a three-day week. "They are so unreasonable," a
top manager complained to me recently. "A woman came in demanding a
three-day schedule. We told her she could either work four days a week and
keep her [middle-level] management position, or three days a week in which
case she would have to give it up, because things around here just won't run
with a three-day a week manager. She got angry and quit." If fathers were
truly sharing in family work, mothers' demands would be much easier to
accommodate. This would end the situation where the only viable alternative
a family sees is to have the mother quit or go part-time (making, on average
40% less per hour than a full-time worker), in which case the father has to
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work overtime to make up for the loss of income. A more equal sharing of
market and family work would also avoid the situation where, if the parents
divorce, the children are impoverished along with their marginalized mother.
We have much to gain from shifting to a strategy of reconstructing both the
ideal worker and the marginalized caregiver roles we have inherited from
domesticity. The time has come to abandon the full-commodification strategy
in favor of ending the system of providing for children's care by marginalizing
their caregivers. This is the agenda of reconstructive feminism.
C. RECONSTRUCTIVE FEMINISM

Though in my view feminism has never been anti-family, the time has
come to point out that feminism is pro-family, in that it advocates changes that
will help children as well as women. The system of providing care by
marginalizing the caregivers hurts not only children, but also the sick and the
elderly. The current system rests on the assumption that all people at all times
are the full-grown, healthy adults of liberal theory, making the social compact
and pursuing citizenship and self-interest within it. This is a very unrealistic
view of human life.
Law professor Martha Fineman has argued that the remedy is to
recognize dependence as a fact of life, and to spread its costs by providing
income supports for dependent caregivers. This approach, while far better
than the current system of pretending that dependence does not exist, glosses
over the fact that caregivers' dependence is not inevitable; it stems from the
current structure of market work. The alternative to an embrace of dependence is to change the work structures that currently penalize caregiving, such
as the severe wage penalty currently associated with part-time work.3" 4
The time has come to recognize that humanity does not consist only of
healthy adults. We have changed from a society that formally delegates to
women the care of children, the sick, and the elderly to a society that pretends
those groups do not exist. The result, to women's credit, is that women still
do the care giving, but they pay a stiff price for doing so.
We as a society have two alternatives. Either we can share the burden
of childrearing and illness as we have shared the burden of old age, by
publicly financing a system like the Social Security System, as proposed by
Martha Fineman. In the alternative, we can restructure work and family
entitlements to account for caregiving, so that caregivers can combine their
responsibilities with market work in a context where they are not frankly
384.
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exploited because of their inability to meet an ideal designed around healthy
men relieved of caregiving responsibilities by women. The third alternative
is what we have today: one of the richest countries in the world in which
nearly 80% of the poor are women and children.3" 5
We need to end the marginalization of caregivers by changing the
definition of the ideal worker so that it reflects the norm of parental care.
Instead of simply allowing women to work on the same terms traditionally
available to men, we need to change the conditions under which both men and
women work. The Swedish example suggests that men will not participate
equally in family work so long as they have to marginalize to do so. When
asked why they do not take parental leave and work part-time, Swedish men
say they do not want to be passed over at work. Not surprisingly, workingclass men feel even less free to risk marginalization at work than do middleclass ones.386
Polls show that strong support exists for the strategy of redesigning
work. A 1989 poll found that nearly eight out of ten people preferred a career
path that would offer slower advancement in return for being able to schedule
their own full-time hours and give more attention to their families over a fast
track that allowed less time for family life.387 Fifty-four percent of those
surveyed in a Gallup poll - men as well as women - identified flexible
work hours as their highest priority.388 A number of recent polls of employees
and college students identified flexible scheduling such as flextime and family
oriented sick leave as the most preferred benefits, more popular than on-site
child care.389 By a three-to-one margin, Americans surveyed in a 1998 survey
for the National Partnership for Women & Families said that "time pressures
on working families" are getting worse, not better; nearly 60% said that
"finding time for both work and family responsibilities had gotten harder
rather than easier" for families like theirs in the last five years. 3" A 1998 poll
found that 80% of both men and women felt that the shift of women into the
workforce is making it harder to raise children. Seventy percent said they
worry very often or somewhat often about shortchanging their family, their
jobs, or themselves because there is not time to do everything they need to
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do.39' Polling also documents that Americans are concerned about obtaining
leaves from work. Over two-thirds of Americans under forty say they will
need family leave in the next ten years; nearly two-thirds under sixty say they
will have responsibility for elder care.392
The original full-commodification model did not go far enough; it shifted
women into the workforce without changing the rules of the game, namely that
employers were entitled to ideal workers and that men were entitled to be
them. Reconstructive feminism aims to go much further, deconstructing
domesticity by eliminating the ideal-worker norm. In a forthcoming book, I
argue that the ideal-worker norm in market work constitutes discrimination
against mothers, and therefore against women. I also challenge the idealworker norm in the divorce courts. These two proposals would substantially
shift the force fields that pull women into marginalization and mothers and
children into poverty.
In contrast to many earlier feminist strategies that focused on eliminating
entitlements for caregivers, the focus of reconstructive feminism is on
eliminating the carrots and the sticks, that keep men in the ideal-worker role.
The proposal eliminates the stick that keeps men performing as ideal workers:
the threat of marginalization at work. The proposal also eliminates the carrot
that keeps men in the ideal-worker role: their current entitlement to walk with
their wallets upon divorce, carrying with them the chief family asset - the
ideal worker's wage.
1. What a Shift in Strategy Offers Women -

and Their Children

A shift away from the full-commodification model offers the opportunity
for new alliances within and outside of feminism. For a decade, feminist
jurisprudence has focused largely on sexual harassment, domestic violence,
and pornography. While these issues are important, so are work/family issues:
as noted above, a 1989 poll showed that many American women feel that
balancing work and family should be the number one priority of the women's
movement.393 Recent union polling found that the most frequently expressed
problem - rated higher even than concerns for job security - was that both
parents must work: "When you come home at seven or eight o'clock, you
don't have quality time. And your children are left alone and raised by
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somebody else. I think that is a tremendousproblem," said one focus group
member.394
Feminists have tended to shy away from work and family issues, in part,
because they have proved very divisive in the past. Work/family issues have
divided women in the past because the full-commodification model - by
enshrining ideal-worker women as the ideal - alienates women whose lives
are framed around caregiving. The problem is an important one because so
many women's lives are framed by caregiving.
The proposal to restructure market work, in sharp contrast, does not
favor ideal workers over caregivers or vice versa. Instead, it brings the two
groups together by allowing ideal workers more time for caregiving, while
valuing caregivers' work and protecting them and their children from
economic vulnerability. Reconstructive feminism replaces the traditional
focus on market work with a more balanced focus on market work and family
work. This will help end the association of feminism with the devaluation of
family work. Language here is very important. I have found that replacing the
common phrase resolving "work/family conflict" with the goal of "restructuring market and family work" commonly brings a shock of recognition to
caregivers that feminists are on their side, not aligned with the array of social
forces that belittle them.
The second major proposal of reconstructive feminism is to deconstruct
the ideal-worker norm in family entitlements. Here the focus is on gaining
entitlements for women whose lives are framed around caregiving, not on the
grounds that they have "special needs" but on the grounds that the current
system awards to divorcing men an asset that reflects not only the value of
men's market work, but also the value of women's domestic labor. Linking
a proposal concerning market work with one concerning family work
reinforces the message that these two kinds of work are equally important to
the feminist imagination.
Reconstructive feminism takes very seriously the common assertion that
feminism hurts children. The analysis thus far shows that, far from protecting
children, domesticity's organization of market and family work hurts them in
two major ways. The first is economic: children are impoverished by a
system that marginalizes their mothers. This is particularly true in the U.S.,
which provides few social supports for caregivers, and where children's claim
on an ideal-worker father often proves illusory. The result is a system that
impoverishes mothers and children. Some are impoverished when they first
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marginalize for the good of their children, and then, upon divorce, find
themselves and their children cut off from the bulk of the ideal worker's wage.
Others are never-married mothers, many of whom got pregnant young and
subsequently found their job and school prospects hampered by the assumption that students and workers have no childcare responsibilities. In an era
when well over half of children will spend some time living in a single-parent
household, overwhelmingly with single mothers, the assumption that all
children will have steady access to an ideal worker's wage leads to widespread
childhood poverty.3 9
Domesticity's particular organization of market and family work
disadvantages children in a second way as well. As noted above, forty years
of sociological studies document that power within the family generally tracks
market power outside of it. More recently, this literature has been complemented by economic analysis that points out that one's negotiating power
within a unit depends on who has the best alternative outside it. In an idealworker/marginalized caregiver household, men have the bargaining advantage
because they can always walk away with the chief asset of the family - their
ideal-worker wage. 96
Lillian Rubin details this dynamic in her description of Phyllis Kilson,
a forty-six-year-old mother who went back to work after her children were
grown: "'Gary always made all the big decisions, and I never felt like I had a
right to my say... I mean, I tried sometimes, but if he said no, I figured I
didn't have a right to contradict him. Now I make money, too, so it's
different. I go out and buy something for the grandchildren, or even for me,
without asking him, and he can't say anything.""'3 9 Children suffer in a
system that first allocates children's care to women39 and then marginalizes
the women who do it, thereby undercutting their power to stand up for
children's needs. The most dramatic example is when a mother suffering from
domestic abuse feels she cannot leave the abuser because she has no way to
support herself other than by standing by her man. The domestic violence
literature suggests this situation is not uncommon.3 99 In the words of one
395. See NANCY DOWD, INDEFENSE OF SINGLE-PARENT FAMILES 5 (1997) (stating that
well over half of children spend time in single-parent families); See Morrison, supra note 385,
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expert in the field, "[t]he domestication of women [in the home] is a
precondition for the crime we define as domestic violence.'
In a recent radio interview, Patricia Hersh, the author of a book that
argues that adolescents need more time and attention from their parents than
they currently receive, was faced by an interviewer who kept asking whether
Hersh really meant that mothers should stay home."' Reconstructive
feminism provides a ready response. Children do need substantial amounts
of parental attention, but this does not mean that mothers are duty bound to
quit. If a widespread agreement exists that children need more parental
attention, society should make parents free to give it without incurring the risk
of marginalization at work. A society that takes the norm of parental care
seriously would not marginalize those who live by it.4
In summary, reconstructive feminism solves several problems inherited
from the full-commodification model. In addition, it helps defuse the conflicts
between ideal-worker women and women whose lives are framed by
caregiving; the emotional energy that now goes into this debate could more
profitably be used for gender change. The key message is that childrearing is
too important be done under the current conditions of marginalization and
disempowerment.
2. What a New Strategy Offers to Men
I look at the grief and anxiety my father had by being a sole provider,
and I would like to change that definition of being a man.'
A shift to reconstructive feminism not only holds the potential for
uniting diverse groups of women; it also opens increased possibility of
building coalitions with men. The full-commodification model pins women's
hopes for equality on a redistribution of gendered work within the household;
in doing so, it pits mothers against fathers in a zero-sum game where someone
has to marginalize. Under these conditions, few men envision equal sharing:
one study estimated the percentage at 13%.' In sharp contrast, the proposal
Face of Violence, 22 FORDHAM URB. L. J. 1141, 1145-54 (1995).
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to restructure work offers the chance to build a coalition of all concerned
parents. The goal is to allow fathers as well as mothers the opportunity to
perform simultaneously both as ideal workers (under a redefined ideal) and as
adults responsible for caregiving.
"Women may change all they want; unless men undergo corresponding
transformations, change will grind to a halt." 5 Feminists have ignored this
at their peril. Forming a coalition with men should be possible because the
current gender system consigns men to a role that hurts them. Earlier I
explored the linkage of masculinity and anxiety; books ranging from The
Organization Man to Death of a Salesman to Mr. Popper's Penguins
document the oppressiveness of the ideal-worker role. Gore Vidal summed
it up:
The thing that makes an economic system like ours work is
to maintain control over people and make them do jobs they
hate. To do this, you fill their heads with biblical nonsense
about fornication of every variety. Make sure they marry
young .... Once a man has a wife and two young children,
he will do what you tell him to. He will obey you. And that
is the aim of the entire masculine role.'
The pressures of the ideal-worker role have increased in recent decades.
The overworked American run to the ground by market work is the American
father. Thirty percent of fathers with children under fourteen now report
working fifty or more hours a week; the same percentage work weekends at
their regular job. Many others work a second job. 7 Long hours have
become intertwined with masculinity. Arlie Hochschild quotes one worker:
"Here in the plant, we have a macho thing about hours. Guys say, 'I'm an
eighty-hour man!' as if describing their hairy chests." 8 She describes a
factory worker who could not assert his masculinity by being the only wage
earner; instead he did so by working many more hours than his wife. One law
student protested that "large firms... make it a policy to steal people's youth
with the promise of future largess."' "Law school is a perfectly appropriate
time to consider whether the death of the body is a fair price for the life of the
mind. 41 o
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If the ideal-worker norm delivers a grey,"life at hard labor" for men who
fulfill it, it also disadvantages those who do not.4 According to Arlie
Hochschild, the term "'family man' has taken on negative overtones,
designating a worker who is not a serious player. The term now tacitly but
powerfully calls into question a worker's masculinity. It was precisely to
avoid being classified as a 'family man' that the majority of men.., stayed
clear of the [family friendly] policies that one might have expected a 'family
man' to embrace."4 2 One management consultant recalled a client reluctant
to promote an employee who frequently left the office at 5 p.m. "I don't think
we can promote Bill," the client said at first. "He's got a wife who is a
lawyer, and he is responsible for a lot of the child care. We're not convinced
that he is serious about his career."4 3
The ideal-worker norm not only produces a wage gap between mothers
and others; it also produces a wage gap between men whose wives do market
work and men whose wives do not.41 4 This gap reflects the fact that, though
men with working wives do not share equally in family work, they do
considerably more than men whose wives stay home.4 5 This leaves the
husbands of housewives free to "go the extra mile" at work. Said one attorney:
Law firms, consciously or unconsciously, discriminate
against women when they require their attorneys to work
long hours ...Of course, we men who like our kids get
penalized, too. I came to the conclusion even before
graduation that working in a law firm was inconsistent with
my notions of being a good father.4 6
Surveys confirm men's dissatisfaction with the ideal-worker role. One
study found that nearly three-quarters of the men surveyed said they would
prefer the "daddy track" to the "fast track.""4 l More than half of men surveyed
in a 1990 poll said they were willing to have their salaries cut by 25% to have
more personal or family time. 41 8 In another, nearly 40% of fathers said they
would quit their jobs in order to spend more time with their children if they
411.
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could.4 19 Time reported that nearly half of men between eighteen and twentyfour expressed interest in staying home with their children. And some did.
Said Peter Lynch, one of the most successful mutual fund managers in the
country, explaining why he left his job to spend more time with his family:
'
"Children are a great investment. They beat the hell out of stocks."42
If men are so eager to spend more time with their families, why don't
they just do it? First, they cannot afford to be marginalized economically.
Many families are too dependent upon men's wages for them to refuse to
perform as ideal workers; in the average white middle-class family, the
husband earns roughly 70% of the income.42 Men of color often tend to earn
a lower proportion of the family income, but average family income tends to
be lower, thereby making it equally impractical for most to marginalize.422 In
short, most men feel little choice but to perform as ideal workers to the extent
class, race, and talent allow them to do so.
Men often feel they must perform as ideal workers for a second reason,
explored above. Success at work is so tied up with most men's sense of self
that they feel little choice but to try to fulfill the ideal-worker role.423 Men's
sense of themselves as potent beings is tied up with their work performance
in very literal ways. Nothing ruins most men's self-esteem, a recent study
found, like being married to a woman who earns more.4' Rates of impotence
soar in unemployed men, as do rates of divorce, domestic violence, and
suicide.425 "[Elmployment is a central part of the personal identity of most
men. Therefore, when a man is not employed, he and his family are likely to
have problems. 426
Once feminists stop focusing exclusively on a redistribution of work
within the household, they can ally with men who find the ideal-worker role
oppressive and/or inconsistent with their notions of responsible fatherhood.
Feminists need to send the message that their proposals would free men from
the sole-provider role that many men have always found oppressive, and
which many more today cannot fulfill. Reconstructive feminism holds the
promise of liberation for men as well as women.
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3. What's in itfor Nonparents?
A central message of reconstructive feminism is that raising children is
not a private frolic of one's own. Raising the next generation is important
work that needs to be acknowledged and supported. Yet this does not mean
that the proposal to reconstruct market work around caregiving holds
advantages only for parents. The greying of America means that increasing
numbers of people will be responsible for aging parents. One study found that
10% to 34% of workers are responsible for an aging relative. About 8% give
some major care for aging parents.427 The National Long Term Care study
found that 29% of all caregivers had rearranged their schedules to accommodate elder care demands. 428 Twenty-nine percent of all caregivers had
considered quitting; 9% actually did.429 The Family and Medical Leave Act
gives employees time off to care for one's own parents only, which may
change the traditional pattern that women do a disproportionate amount of
elder care.43° Many Americans also need time off to care for seriously ill
partners. This includes not only partners with AIDS, but people with a wide
range of diseases that fifteen years ago would have led to death, but today
require a significant period of caregiving followed by partial or total recovery.
Workers without caregiving responsibilities would also benefit in a
number of ways from the proposal to restructure work. The existing
management literature suggests that the most effective and practical way to
offer flexibility is for managers to ask not "why do you need it?" but "will it
work"?4 31 Once managers begin asking only whether a proposal for flexibility
works, nonparents will be offered flexibility for any of a wide range of life
goals other than caregiving. Many adults without caregiving responsibilities
nonetheless want balanced lives, but are currently barred from attaining them
for fear that work/life balance will bar them permanently from the "fast track."
What most people want are the benefits of the fast track - interesting work,
personal development, success - not the speed. The speed is the price they
pay to get ahead and to get access to interesting work. What would they do
if they did not need to spend all their time at the office? Some might take a
trip around the world. Others would use the time for community service, as
was suggested by one highly placed insurance executive when I gave a
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presentation on reconstructive feminism. As communitarians have noted, the
people who used to provide the bulk of community service were mothers at
home. Now that most mothers work at least part-time, community service
needs to be seen as part of every adult's life work. We need to create time for
it.432

4. New alliances with the "time movement," unions, children's rights and
welfare groups
Reconstructive feminism also opens up alliances with three other types
of groups: the time movement, unions, and welfare and children's rights
advocates. The growing time movement protests the increase in working
hours. It has wide appeal: jeremiads such as Joe Dominguez and Vicky
Robin's Your Money or Your Life, Juliet Schor's The Overworked American,
and Arlie Hochschild's The Time Bind all were influential. Dominguez and
Robin argue that "we are working more, but enjoying it less (and possibly
enjoying less life as well)., 433 They link overwork with increased stress and
mortality rates. They present a detailed program for how to cut back on
expenditures so as to cut down the amount of income one needs, and (as a
result) the amount one has to work. "Our jobs have replaced family,
neighborhood, civic affairs, church and even mates as our primary allegiance,
our primary source of love and site of self-expression." '
Schor's The Overworked American argues that Americans are trapped
in a "work-and-spend" cycle that requires them to work ever longer hours to
support a level of consumption dramatically higher than that of previous
generations. "We could now reproduce our 1948 standard of living (measured
in terms of marketed goods and services) in less than half the time it took in
1948." 411 Instead, middle-class Americans buy bigger, more luxurious houses
and "shop til we drop. 436 She argues that we need to challenge capitalism's
incentive structure, which has led to longer and longer hours. "Half the
population now says they have too little time for their families... between
1960 and 1986, the time parents actually had available to be with children fell
ten hours a week for whites and twelve for blacks."437 One Harris poll quoted
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by Schor reported a nearly 40% decline in free time since 1973.43s She also
reports increasing levels of stress. Thirty percent of all adults now experience
high stress every day; even more report experiencing it every week.439 Onethird of all Americans say they feel rushed to do the things they have to do, up
from a quarter in 1965."' During the first half of the 1980s, workers'
compensation claims related to stress tripled. 44'
"So long as there is one who seeks work and cannot find it, the hours of
work are too long." 2 The time movement is often linked with proposals to
shorten the work week in order to decrease unemployment. Schor makes a
series of proposals, including requiring that each job have a standard schedule
(set by the employer) that allows the employee (at his/her sole option) to take
overtime pay in terms of "comp time" rather than in money. She also
proposes prohibiting mandatory overtime, ending the discriminatory treatment
of part-time work, and allowing people to take pay increases in time off rather
than in money. 443
A shift in strategy, away from having women perform as ideal workers
towards a challenge to the conditions of work, holds the promise to tap the
strong feelings awakened by the time movement. Although the time
movement in the U.S. often speaks in the language of therapeutic selfimprovement, at issue are questions that can also be framed in terms of class
(as Schor makes clear). Workers' right to protect their family life against
employers' overweening demands has long been an important issue. In the
nineteenth century, the solution advocated was a "family wage" that would
allow workers to keep their wives at home. To protect workers' families
today, unions need to join with other forces to protect family life in two basic
ways. The first is to limit the amount of overtime workers can be required to
put in; this has already been an issue in some strikes, notably at auto plants.
The second is to require that part-time workers be paid at the same rate as fulltime workers, ending the long-established system of paying part-time workers
depressed wages based on a highly gendered sense they are not ideal workers.
During the UPS strike, the Teamsters retained unions' traditional focus on
turning "bad" part-time jobs into "good" full-time ones. The union did not
protest the company's practice of paying part-time workers at roughly half the
rate received by full-time employees. In a recent and laudable shift of policy,
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the AFL-CIO finally is beginning to demand equal pay rates for equal parttime work.' 4
Unions are beginning to take work/family issues more seriously in other
ways. A coalition of ten New York City unions has begun lobbying New
York state to create child-care benefits as generous as those in Europe and it
has begun its own multi-union child care fund as well. As unions come to
realize that their future depends on their ability to organize and represent a
workforce that is increasingly female and nonwhite, they can be expected to
become more receptive to work/family issues than they were in the past." 5
Union polling confirms these issues' importance. In one 1996 poll, both
men and women said that the best way to strengthen values is for parents to
spend more time with their children. Another poll, quoted above, found that
the most frequently expressed problem was that both parents must work. One
focus group member from St. Louis said, "It is hard to bring home a decent
paycheck, to have a family and spend enough time with your family." When
asked how best to improve the economic situation of people like themselves,
72% said that "reducing stress on working families with policies like flexible
hours and affordable day care" would be very effective. The same poll also
found that those interviewed considered "combining work and family" to be
the biggest problem facing women today (34%), considerably higher than the
problem of equal pay for equal work."'
Reconstructive feminism would also be attractive to groups concerned
with children's rights and poverty, who sometimes do not see feminists as
sharing their basic concerns. A key liability of the full-commodification
model, discussed above, is the sense that women's liberation comes at the
expense of children. In fact, as discussed above, domesticity's ordering of
family and market work impoverishes children by impoverishing their
caregivers through two distinct dynamics: structuring work around a male
norm most mothers cannot meet and divorce awards that typically award
ownership of the ideal worker's wage to the father and sharply limit claims by
his children and their caregiver. The conjunction of these two dynamics is
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predictable; one-fifth of all American children are poor" 7 and (as noted above)
women and children represent nearly 80% of those in poverty.'" The strategy
of deconstructing the ideal-worker norm will help children by ending the
association of poverty and caregiving.
CONCLUSION: FROM FULL-COMMODIFICATION TO RECONSTRUCTIVE
FEMINISM

This article does something that is heresy from the standpoint of fullcommodification feminism - it acknowledges the existence of a norm of
parental care. The early feminist vision of two parents working forty-hour
weeks did not come to pass; neither did the vision of childcare centers as
common, and as respected, as public libraries.
What we have instead is an economy of mothers and others, where many
fathers work overtime and a majority of mothers are not ideal workers. This
article proposes to abandon the full-commodification strategy in favor of
transforming domesticity's norm of mothercare into a template for restructuring the relationship of market work and family work.
If we as a society take children's need for parental care seriously, it is
time to stop marginalizing the adults who provide it. The current structure of
work is not immutable: it was invented at a particular point in time to suit
particular circumstances. Those circumstances have changed. In a forthcoming book I explain the details of the proposal to restructure work around the
family values represented by the norm of parental care.
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